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THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
The United States Commission on Civil Rights, created by the Civil Rights Act of

1957, is an independent, bipartisan agency of the executive branch of the Federal

Government. By the terms of the act, as amended, the Commission is charged with

the following duties pertaining to discrimination or denials of the equal protection

of the laws based on race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin, or

in the administration of justice: investigation of individual discriminatory denials of

the right to vote; study of legal developments with respect to discrimination or

denials of the equal protection of the law; appraisal of the laws and policies of the

United States with respect to discrimination or denials of equal protection of the

law; maintenance of a national clearinghouse for information respecting discrimina-

tion or denials of equal protection of the law; and investigation of patterns or

practices of fraud or discrimination in the conduct of Federal elections. The

Commission is also required to submit reports to the President and the Congress at

such times as the Commission, the Congress, or the President shall deem desirable.

THE STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEES
An Advisory Committee to the United States Commission on Civil Rights has been

established in each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia pursuant to section

105(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 as amended. The Advisory Committees are

made up of responsible persons who serve without compensation. Their functions

under their mandate from the Commission are to: advise the Commission of all

relevant information concerning their respective States on matters within the

jurisdiction of the Commission; advise the Commission on matters of mutual

concern in the preparation of reports of the Commission to the President and the

Congress; receive reports, suggestions, and recommendations from individuals,

public and private organizations, and public officials upon matters pertinent to

inquiries conducted by the State Advisory Committee; initiate and forward advice

and recommendations to the Commission upon matters in which the Commission

shall request the assistance of the State Advisory Committee; and attend, as

observers, any open hearing or conference which the Commission may hold within

the State.
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—A report prepared by the Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,

and Nebraska Advisory Committees to the United

States Commission on Civil Rights

Attribution:

The conclusions in this report are those of the Iowa,

Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska Advisory Commit-

tees to the United States Commission on Civil

Rights and, as such, are not attributable to the

Commission. This report has been prepared by the

State Advisory Committees for submission to the

Commission and will be considered by the Commis-

sion in its program planning and in formulating its

recommendations to the President and the Congress.

Right of Response:

Prior to the publication of a report, the State

Advisory Committees afford to all individuals or

organizations that may be defamed, degraded, or

incriminated by any material contained in the report

an opportunity to respond in writing to such

material. All responses have been incorporated,

appended, or otherwise reflected in the publication.
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Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska

Advisory Committees to the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

March 1983

MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION
Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr., Chairman

Mary Louise Smith, Vice Chairman

Mary F. Berry

Blandina Cardenas Ramirez

Jill S. Ruckelshaus

Murray Saltzman

John Hope III, Acting Staff Director

Dear Commissioners:

The Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska Advisory Committees submit this

report of their review of Federal affirmative action efforts in Region VII as part of

their responsibility to advise the Commission about civil rights issues within their

States.

The Advisory Committees' interest in this problem is an outgrowth of their

participation in the 13 Advisory Committees' Spring 1980 review of Federal efforts

to promote equal opportunity. To determine the current status of Federal

affirmative action efforts, the Advisory Committees obtained data from major

agencies in the Kansas City metropolitan area, interviewed personnel and equal

opportunity officers of those agencies, obtained assessments of the Federal plans

from major Federal contractors in the region, and interviewed representatives of

major Federal employee groups representing minorities and women.

The Advisory Committees make no findings and recommendations in this report

because they believe all relevant findings and recommendations have already been

made by the Commission and by the Advisory Committees in previous reports on

affirmative action efforts in the public and private sectors. The Committees

conclude that past and present Federal affirmative action efforts have been

insufficient to promote equal opportunity in the Federal service. They note

continued disparities in the utilization of minority and white female Federal

employees and the insufficiency of current affirmative action plans to remedy these

legacies of past discrimination.

The Advisory Committees urge you to consider the facts presented in this report

in planning further efforts to ensure that the Federal Government leads rather than

follows the private sector in promoting equal opportunity.



We urge you to consider the contents of this report in your program planning

and to assist these Advisory Committees in their follow-up activities.

Respectfully,

LEE B. FURGERSON, Chairperson

Iowa Advisory Committee

BENJAMIN H. DAY, Chairperson

Kansas Advisory Committee

JOANNE M. COLLINS, Chairperson

Missouri Advisory Committee

SHIRLEY M. MARSH, Chairperson

Nebraska Advisory Committee
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The quest for equality in the Federal service has

been long in coming. But even as progress is made,

there are those who deride what is done. A typical

example of the complaints being heard are those of

O. Glenn Stahl, a teacher of public administration,

who has written:

Now, much of what developed from affirmative action of

the older 1960s type—positive effort to create truly equal

competition for jobs and schooling, with no outright

favors for anyone based on mere group membership—has

been to the good. Many able blacks, Hispanics, and

women have seen the old barriers swept away and have

demonstrated that they can compete quite successfully and

can produce on the firing line of performance. These

people stand only to lose by continued pressure for

selection of minorities and women regardless of merit,

because their success will become suspect by everyone

unacquainted with the facts of their selection and achieve-

ment.

. . .the recent trends are bad for everyone involved: (1)

they take attention away from the only fair and safe guide

for hiring and firing, the quality of the individual, and they

depreciate the importance of good work; (2) they ignore

the true availability of trained personnel by ethnicity or

sex by focusing on raw numbers with few qualitative and

other realistic market considerations; (3) they create deep

resentment and aggravate the backlash from the newly-

discriminated-against; (4) they gradually undermine pro-

ductivity in both the public and private sectors; (5) they

accentuate divisiveness in our society by their undue

glorification of group membership instead of individual

effort; (6) they pit each minority group against every

other; (7) they sap the self-respect and ultimately the true

1 O. Glenn Stahl, "To The One Who Merits It," The Bureaucrat

(Spring 1981), p. 17.

* Elizabeth Bartholet, "Application of Title VII to Jobs in High

Places," Harvard Law Review (May 1982) Vol. 95, No. 5, pp. 947-

1027. See especially pp. 955-959.

* Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska Advisory Committees,

opportunity for equal treatment of minority group mem-
bers themselves. 1

Mr. Stahl fails to provide substantive evidence for

any of his complaints. That he has misinterpreted,

whether deliberately or not, the nature of the

Federal affirmative action effort is beside the point.

His views are heard in less literate quarters and

probably reflect the perspectives of some in the

Federal service. A comprehensive refutation of Mr.

Stahl's assertions can be found in Elizabeth Bartho-

let's 1982 Harvard Law Review article, "Application

of Title VII to Jobs in High Places."2 The Iowa,

Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska Advisory Commit-

tees have addressed many of Mr. Stahl's allegations

about the nature of affirmative action in their two

studies of State government affirmative action ef-

forts. 3 They have pointed out that affirmative action

efforts do ensure that the quality of the individual is

paramount in determining hiring; that they ensure

that true availability is not ignored; that with proper

administration rather than reluctant compliance

affirmative action programs encourage greater pro-

ductivity; and, that they make clear to all that true

merit, without regard to discriminatory beliefs, will

apply thereby ensuring that everyone believes op-

portunity exists. 4 The notions that affirmative action

accentuates divisiveness, pits minority groups

against each other or saps self-respect, have been

criticized by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in

State Government Affirmative Action in Mid-America (1978) and

Slate Government Affirmative Action in Mid-America: An Update

(1982).

* Ibid.



its statement, Affirmative Action in the 1980s: Dis-

mantling the Process ofDiscrimination.*

In subsequent chapters we point out, what Mr.

Stahl does not completely deny, that discrimination

by the Federal Government over an extended period

of time resulted in a Federal work force that is not

representative either of the nation or its best talents.

Mr. Stahl admits that minorities and women were at

least overlooked for posts for which they may well

have been the most qualified. 6 But Mr. Stahl submits

there should be no remedy. The Advisory Commit-

tees do not agree, nor indeed does the present

administration. What remains in dispute is the

method to be used. The Advisory Committees

submit that because the present methods for affirma-

tive action do indeed ensure a meritocracy in the

civil service, they meet even Mr. Stahl's test for an

appropriate remedy. Indeed, many large private

sector employers have found that affirmative action

efforts result in a better, more productive work

force. 7

To consider what has and is being done, the

Advisory Committees first held a factfinding meet-

ing on March 20, 1980. Similar factfinding meetings

were held by nine other Advisory Committees to the

Commission throughout the nation. The results of

that initial review were published in 198 1.
8

The Advisory Committees in Region VII subse-

quently decided to explore what was being done to

effectuate the new Federal affirmative action effort.

The Advisory Committees' concerns were height-

ened by the deterioration in opportunities for minor-

ities and women during 1981. The Bureau of Labor

Statistics reported that recorded unemployment of

black workers rose to 17.3 percent by year end.

While the rate of Hispanic unemployment did not

rise, at 10.4 percent it was unacceptably high. Both

these figures are appalling compared to the then

total unemployment rate of 8.8 percent. 9

This report is the result of the Advisory Commit-

tees' research. In it, the Committees review the

history of Federal employment practices, the chang-

ing nature of the Federal effort over the past two

years, the efficacy of enforcement efforts and the

perceptions of the participants in the effort. The

• U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Affirmative Action in the

1980s: Dismantling the Process ofDiscrimination (November 1981).

• O. Glenn Stahl, "To The One Who Merits It," The Bureaucrat

(Spring 1981), p. 15.

' Bernard E. Anderson, "An Economic Defense of Affirmative

Action," Black Enterprise, May 1982, p. 40.

• U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Promises and Perceptions:

report is based on interviews with the affirmative

action officers of several units of the Department of

Health and Human Services (the Office of the

Regional Director (ORD), Health Care Finance

Administration (HCFA), Social Security Adminis-

tration Regional Office (SSA/RO) and Mid-Ameri-

ca Program Service Center (MAPSC), Office of

Human Development Services (OHDS)), the De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD), the Department of Labor (DOL), the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Gen-

eral Services Administration (GSA), Federal Avia-

tion Administration (FAA), Federal Highway Ad-

ministration (FHWA), the Office of Personnel Man-

agement (OPM), and the Equal Employment Oppor-

tunity Commission (EEOC). Other agencies were

excluded because the plans prepared were national

or covered areas beyond Region VII or did not have

affirmative action officers based in Kansas City.

The Advisory Committees reviewed the planning

documents submitted to EEOC by the agencies

listed above. The Committees also obtained from the

Office of Personnel Management data on employ-

ment patterns of Federal agencies in Region VII.

In addition to affirmative action efforts, the

Advisory Committees reviewed the effects of the

FY 1982 round of reductions in force on Federal

efforts to ensure quality and sought to determine

what was being done to coordinate the need to

reduce the total work force with the need to ensure

equity. To do so, the Committees interviewed

responsible personnel officers in the agencies listed.

A draft of the Committees' report was circulated

to the affected agencies for their review and com-

ment. All responses have been incorporated into the

final draft.

The Advisory Committees did not review the

program efforts for the handicapped. Although

EEOC issued directives on transition year and

multiyear planning efforts regarding the handi-

capped that required regional initiatives, only the

Environmental Protection Agency and General

Federal Efforts to Eliminate Employment Discrimination Through

Affirmative Action (October 1981).

" These are December 1981 figures, seasonally adjusted. U.S.

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment in

Perspective: Minority Workers (1981).



Services Administration actually prepared such initi-

atives. 10 The remaining agencies' efforts were

prepared, for the most part on a departmentwide

basis, by their Washington headquarters. 11 HUD
stated that while it was aware of the need to reach

out to the handicapped and disabled veterans, it was
unable to do so because its work force was shrink-

10 Norma Edgerson, Personnel Officer, EPA, telephone inter-

view, May 4, 1982; Marvin Johnson, Regional Personnel Officer,

GSA, telephone interview, May 6, 1982.
11 Karen Whyte, EEO Officer, DOL, telephone interview, May
3, 1982; Joseph Estrada, EEO Officer, ORD/HHS, telephone

interview, Apr. 30, 1982; Jim Austin, EEO Coordinator, HUD,

ing. HUD stated it would monitor applications when
it began to accept them. It expected to lose 41

people by September 30, 1982 of whom one would
be handicapped. It expected to hire six people, none

of whom would be handicapped. 12 Thus, it was
impossible to determine what regional efforts were
planned or undertaken.

telephone interview, May 4, 1982; Wanda Rayna, FAA person-

nel, memo to Mary McLaughlin, Dec. 1, 1981.

" Jim Austin, memo to staff, June 25, 1982. (Memo or letter to

staff when used in this report means a memorandum or letter to

USCCR staff.)



Chapter 2

The Changing View of the Federal

Government on Opportunities for

Minorities, Women and the Handicapped in

the Public Service

The treatment of minorities and women civil

servants by the Federal Government has ranged

from outright discrimination to tolerance and infre-

quent bouts of concern. The Federal Government's

posture has been amply illustrated in Commission on

Civil Rights reports, most notably the Federal Civil

Rights Enforcement Effort series and the recent

thirteen State Advisory Committee report, Promises

and Perceptions: Federal Efforts to Eliminate Employ-

ment Discrimination (1981).

Until passage of the Pendleton Act in 1883 which

required selection of civil servants based on merit,

the civil service was largely governed by patronage.

By 1930, merit systems administered by a civil

service system covered 80 percent of the service; by

1943, the merit systems covered 95 percent of the

service. 1

Until 1865, black Americans were prohibited by

statute from working in the postal service and were

excluded from most other services by custom. 2 Only

in 1877 were black workers appointed to significant

positions. 3 By 1910 black civil servants had become
nearly six percent of the Federal service. 4 But

beginning with the administration of President Wil-

liam Howard Taft, segregation was re-established in

the Census Bureau and President Woodrow Wilson

' U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort— 1974: Vol. V: To Eliminate Employment
Discrimination (July, 1975) (hereafter cited as OFCRE-1974), pp.
2-3.
1 Ibid., p. 7.

' Ibid.

« Ibid.

» Ibid.

extended that to the Treasury and Postal Service. 5

Beginning in 1914 the Civil Service Commission

required photographs be attached to applications

and by 1918 black employment had fallen below five

percent. Although concentrated in lower level jobs,

and still kept in segregated facilities, by 1944 black

workers had become 12 percent of all Federal

workers. 6 As late as the early 1960's segregated

Federal facilities persisted in some parts of the

country using a variety of informal means. 7

Women were subjected to similar treatment. Until

the early 20th century women employed as clerks by

the Federal Government received half the pay of

their male counterparts. 8 Although by 1904 women
made up 7.5 percent of the Federal civil service,

only in 1912 was a woman appointed to be a bureau

chief. 9 As late as 1960, women could be rejected as

applicants simply because they were women. 10

Only in 1940, with the passage of the Ramspeck

Act, did the Federal Government formally prohibit,

by statute, discrimination in the Federal service. 11 In

1941 President Roosevelt established a Presidential

Committee on Fair Employment Practices to inves-

tigate discrimination complaints. Abolished in 1946

because of congressional opposition, it had been

ineffective during its five years of operation because

• Ibid., p. 8.

' Oral History on file, Department of Political Science, Universi-

ty of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

OFCRE-1974, p. 9.

• Ibid.

10 Ibid.

" Ibid., p. 10.



its investigative agency, the Civil Service Commis-

sion, refused to investigate matters within the discre-

tion of an agency and refused to make findings of

discrimination unless Commission rules had been

violated. 12 In 1954, the United States Supreme

Court ruled in Boiling v. Sharpe 13 that it was

unconstitutional for the Federal Government to

practice discrimination.' 4 President Eisenhower

established a purely advisory Presidential Commit-

tee on Government Employment Policy in 1955. 15

In March 1961, the President John F. Kennedy,

by Executive Order 10925, established the Presi-

dent's Committee on Equal Employment Opportuni-

ty to promote and ensure equal opportunity without

regard to race, creed, color or national origin in

Federal employment and by Federal contractors.

The Committee had authority to investigate com-

plaints, issue recommendations and orders and re-

quire reconsideration of final decisions by depart-

ment and agency heads. 16

The Boiling v. Sharpe prohibition of discrimination

was restated so far as the Federal service was

concerned in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which also

included the first Federal policy statement prohibit-

ing discrimination based on sex, although the Feder-

al Government was not brought under the enforce-

ment provisions of Title VII. 17

Under Executive Order 11246, President Lyndon
B. Johnson restated the Government's commitment

to equal opportunity in the public service. He
instructed the head of each Federal agency to

"establish and maintain a positive program of equal

employment opportunity. . .
." 18 The Civil Service

Commission was to "supervise and provide leader-

ship and guidance in the conduct of equal employ-

ment opportunity programs. . .
." 19 and to provide

a mechanism for processing complaints of discrimi-

nation. 20 Under the provisions of this order, the

Civil Service Commission issued regulations in 1966

that required each agency designate an equal em-

ployment opportunity officer to carry out a "posi-

12 Ibid.

" 347 U.S. 497(1954).
" Ibid, p. 9.

15 Executive Order No. 10590, 20 Fed. Reg. 409 (1955); Ibid., p.

10.

" Thomas I. Emerson, David Haber and Norman Dorsen,
Political and Civil Rights in the United States, Vol. 2 (Boston:

Little, Brown, 1967), p. 1879.

" OFCRE-1974, p. 11.

'• Executive Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12349 (1965, Part I,

Sec. 102. This Part was superseded by Executive Order No.
1 1478, 34 Fed. Reg. 12985 (1969).

tive, continuing program [of] equal opportuni-

ty. . .

."21

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights first dealt

with Federal employment in its 1961 report, Employ-

ment. 22
It noted the inability of the President's

Committee on Government Employment Policy,

established by President Eisenhower, to obtain

adequate data to determine the extent to which

minorities were represented in the Federal work
force because its surveys did not cover all Federal

employees. The Commission's own surveys noted

dramatic disparity in the distribution by General

Schedule (GS) level of white and other minority

employees. Blacks were disproportionately concen-

trated in grades GS 1-4. 23 The Commission noted

that if Federal policy were being followed, minori-

ties would be flocking to the Federal Government
because the opportunities would be greater. In fact,

the Commission alleged that Federal practice was
no different than that in the private sector. The
legacies of past practices discouraged black appli-

cants and at times Federal officials with hiring

authority abused their discretion to avoid hiring a

black worker. 24 The Commission expected signifi-

cant changes from Executive Order No. 10925

(establishing the President's Committee on Equal

Opportunity). Some agencies had issued directives

reaffirming the nondiscrimination policy of the

administration and conducted some recruitment

efforts to reach black applicants in predominantly

black colleges and universities, 25 but it was too soon

to permit an evaluation of the new initiatives. 26

The first formal requirement for affirmative action

in the Federal service was issued by President

Richard M. Nixon on August 8, 1970. Executive

Order No. 1 1478, as amended, restated the Federal

commitment to equal opportunity without discrimi-

nation and asserted that it was the policy of the

Federal Government to preclude discrimination in

its employment practices through "a continuous

affirmative action program in each executive depart-

» Ibid., Sec. 103.

20 Ibid., Sec. 104.

21 Emerson, and others, Political and Civil Rights in the United

States, p. 1880.

22 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Employment (1961).

22 Ibid., p. 34.

" Ibid., pp. 38^0
25 Ibid., p. 42.

M Ibid., p. 21.
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ment and agency. This policy. . .applies to and must

be an integral part of every aspect of personnel

policy. . .
."27 Section 2 of the order required the

head of each department and agency "establish and

maintain an affirmative action program of equal

employment opportunity."28 They were to:

—provide sufficient resources to administer the

program;

—assure that recruitment activities reach all

sources of candidates, fully utilize the skills of

existing employees and enable them to enhance

their skills to the maximum;

—provide training to managers and supervisors to

enable them to understand and implement the

policy of affirmative action;

—cooperate with employers, schools and public

or private groups to improve employment oppor-

tunities generally;

—provide a system to evaluate the effectiveness of

agency efforts. 29

The Civil Service Commission was ordered 10

provide "leadership and guidance" to assure that the

objectives of the order were carried out. It was:
—"to review and evaluate agency program opera-

tions periodically;

—to obtain such reports from departments and

agency as it deems necessary and report to the

President as appropriate on overall progress;"30

—to consult with individuals, groups and organi-

zations to assist it;

—to establish a "prompt, fair and impartial"

mechanism for reviewing complaints of discrimi-

nation;31

—to "issue such regulations, orders, and instruc-

tions as it deems necessary and appropriate to

carry out this order and assure that the executive

branch of the Government leads the way as an

equal opportunity employer." 32

Each agency head was instructed to comply with

such regulations, orders or instructions. 33

The Commission on Civil Rights reported that, as

of 1971, there was widespread lack of confidence in

the equal opportunity complaint process because

" Executive Order No. 1 1478, 34 Fed. Reg. 12985 (1969), as

amended, Sec. 1.

» Ibid., Sec. 2.

M Ibid., Sec. 2.

x Ibid., Sec. 3.

»' Ibid., Sec. 4.

" Ibid., Sec. 5.

» Ibid.

" OFCRE-1974, pp. 13-14.

agencies were allowed by the Civil Service Commis-

sion to investigate and judge complaints from their

own employees. In addition, selection procedures

that would be illegal if they were used by private

sector employees continued to be used by the

Federal Government. 34 In its 1971 report, Federal

Civil Rights Enforcement Effort,
35

it noted that

despite the mandate of Executive Order 11246, the

Civil Service Commission's role "was more charac-

terized by passivity than by 'leadership'"36 and that

the Civil Service Commission's "application of the

merit system without regard to existing preferential

practices and procedures is tantamount to ignoring

the most prevalent form of discrimination in employ-

ment."37 Pointing to a 1966 operations letter issued

by the Civil Service Commission that prohibited the

use of measurable objectives, the Civil Rights

Commission commented that:

The CSC directive served to undercut efforts of many
EEO officers and impair the entire program. EEO officers

who tried to develop plans replete with specific percent-

ages and/or numerical goals and target dates were taken

to task by CSC's Bureau of Inspections which, in essence,

praised the intent but vetoed the most expeditious measure

for attaining the goal. 38

Although, in subsequent instructions, the Civil Ser-

vice Commission required "action items," it main-

tained the contradictory policies of approving "re-

sults-oriented equal employment opportunity pro-

grams" but rejecting "the establishment of specific

quantitative goals in hiring of minority employees as

representing preferential treatment."39

The Office of Personnel Management, in a com-

ment on a draft of this report, stated:

The historical discussion of goals and timetables fails to

note that in 1971 the erstwhile Civil Service Commission

explicitly endorsed the use of goals and timetables in

Federal sector affirmative action. This policy was enunci-

ated in a memorandum to all agency heads directly from

CSC Chairman Hampton. 40

35 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort (September 1970), (hereafter cited as OF-

CRE).
M Ibid, p. 21.

" Ibid., p. 21.

•• Ibid., p. 36.

•• Ibid., p. 37.

40 A. Diane Graham, Assistant Director for Affirmative Em-

ployment Programs, OPM, letter to staff, July 9, 1982.



The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, in its

November 1971 report, The Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort, One Year Later, pointed out that:

The [1971 memorandum]. . .was not an affirmative decla-

ration, but instead, a mere suggestion that numerical goals

and timetables were an acceptable management tool to

deal with problems of minority underrepresentation where
they are thought to exist. It also imposed certain restric-

tions upon the use of this important tool. Further, the CSC
statement was not responsive to this [Civil Rights] Com-
mission's recommendation that a government-wide pro-

gram for achieving equitable representation of minority

group citizens at all wage and grade levels of Federal

employment be established. 41

The Civil Rights Commission also noted that among
the Federal agencies that had not yet set up

measurable objectives for itself was the Civil Service

Commission, although 85 percent of its minority

employees were in the lower grades of the general

schedule. 42

The 1972 Amendments to Title VII extended to

Federal employees basic protections that had been

afforded employees of private employers since 1964,

banning discrimination on the basis of race, color,

religion, sex, or national origin in any personnel

actions affecting employees or applicants in military

departments, executive agencies, the Postal Service,

and in all positions within the competitive service of

the Federal Government. Federal employees were

given the same right as private sector employees to

sue in Federal District Court for adjudication of

their discrimination claims. 43 The Civil Service

Commission was directed to review and approve

agency affirmative action plans on an annual basis,

routinely to evaluate agency equal employment
opportunity programs, and review the merit sys-

tem's selection standards in relation to civil rights. 44

In its 1973 update, the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights continued to complain about the reluctance

of the Civil Service Commission to implement

aggressively the powers it had been given to

promote affirmative action. With the passage of the

1972 amendments to the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the

Civil Service Commission finally began to use its

41 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort, One Year Later (November 1971), pp. 5-6.

" Ibid., p. 6.

43 42U.S.C. 2000e-16.
44 OFCRE-1974, pp. 13-14 and 42 U.S.C. 2000e-16 (Reorg. Plan

No. 1 of 1978, 43 Fed. Reg. 19807 (1978); 92 Stat. 3781, gave this

responsibility to EEOC).
45 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort: A Reassessment (January 1973), p. 14.

regulatory powers which were essentially no differ-

ent from those already granted by the Nixon

executive order. 45

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights complained

that the Civil Service Commission still was reluctant

to require quantifiable objectives and timeliness and

without these it was impossible to determine wheth-

er the planning process accomplished anything since

there were no standards for measuring good faith

efforts at implementation. In short, internal or

external evaluation was impossible. 46 The Civil

Rights Commission asserted that "Accepting agency

plans without goals and timetables, as has occurred

in. . .[1972], appears to be a violation of the spirit of

the executive orders and statutes which direct CSC
and the agencies to use all possible affirmative steps

to end job discrimination in the Federal service."47

The Civil Rights Commission complained that:

—the action items that would explain how objectives were
to be achieved were poorly illustrated by the Civil Service

Commission so that agencies did not provide the level of

detail needed either for evaluation or monitoring; 49

—the Civil Service Commission failed to establish proce-

dures or effectively monitor efforts to ensure that upward
mobility programs were used to increase the effectiveness

of the civil service by making the best use of existing

personnel; 49

—the Civil Service Commission had failed to supply

precise guidelines for use by agencies in evaluating their

own affirmative action efforts;50

—the Civil Service Commission monitoring guidelines

were adequate but that the reviews based on them were

not. 51

The Civil Rights Commission did commend the

Civil Service Commission for being willing to

switch from a consultative to a regulatory approach

when agencies failed to cooperate in remedying

deficiencies noted in reviews. 52

In 1974 the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,

continuing its criticism of the Civil Service Commis-

sion, protested that the Federal agencies were

49 Ibid., p. 15.

47 Ibid.

49 Ibid.

49 Ibid., p. 16.

99 Ibid., p. 16.

51 Ibid., p. 18.

99 Ibid., p. 18.



required to do far less than were Federal contrac-

tors. 53 It restated its position that "In refusing to

require that Federal agencies set measurable objec-

tives for integrating all levels of Federal employ-

ment, the [Civil Service] Commission has failed to

carry out fully its responsibility under Title VII and

the Executive Order for ensuring that all possible

measures be taken to eliminate job discrimination in

the Federal service."54 The Civil Rights Commis-

sion protested that the instructions which the Civil

Service Commission provided agencies, encouraged

inaccurate portraits of agency work force utiliza-

tion; 55 the labor force data provided by the Civil

Service Commission for internal agency evaluation

of affirmative action efforts was completely inade-

quate; and, the guidelines did not provide a mecha-

nism for determining whether affirmative action

efforts had any impact on agency employment

profiles. 56

The Civil Service Commission was concerned

only whether the guideline procedures were being

implemented. 57 Most of the agencies reviewed by

the Civil Rights Commission had failed to conduct

serious work force analysis, or only simplistic ones;

did not compare work force to labor force to

determine availability;58 failed to determine how
many job openings might be filled through affirma-

tive action; 59 or conducted self-evaluations that did

not provide the data needed to determine how many
employees, in particular minorities or women, bene-

fited from particular actions. 80 The data showing

changes in utilization were not presented in a format

that made analysis or interpretation possible. 61 The
Civil Rights Commission stated that the guidelines

for agencies to use in developing action items for the

coming year were entirely inadequate; 62 some
agencies were allowed to set goals for ultimate

utilization of minorities and women below those

existing levels of utilization. 63 The Civil Rights

Commission concluded:

In sum, the [Civil Service] Commission has failed to

require agencies to follow its own guidelines on identi-

fying problems to be addressed in affirmative action plans.

» OFCRE-1974, p. 88.

M Ibid, p. 90.
" Ibid, pp. 92-93.
M Ibid, p. 92.
" Ibid, pp. 95-96.
» Ibid, p. 99.
" Ibid., p. 100.

•o Ibid., pp. 102-3.

Ibid., pp. 104-5.

Even if the guidelines were followed, however, a thor-

ough analysis of the problem of underutilization would not

be obtained. Further, the Commission allows agencies to

claim progress, although the data presented do not

indicate that such a conclusion can be drawn. Finally,

agencies are permitted to establish vague "action items"

which ultimately may have no impact on the status of

women and minorities in Federal employment. 6*

The Civil Rights Commission also expressed

concern that the Civil Service Commission's process

for evaluating compliance was inadequate. It stated

that "all of the general review reports prepared

prior to 1972 ignored the possible EEO implications

of personnel practices which were otherwise incon-

sistent with Commission regulations. For exammple,

where violations or irregularities were found in

position classifications and merit promotion systems,

no consideration was given to the impact of these

factors on the employment of minorities and wom-
en."65 Nor were the special equal employment

opportunity evaluation reports prepared prior to

1972 effective. 66

Even after the passage of Title VII amendments of

1972, the Civil Rights Commission found that the

reports "did not reflect any meaningful improve-

ment in the quality of the [Civil Service] Commis-
sion's evaluation of agency personnel practices in

terms of equal employment opportunity."67 The
Civil Rights Commission criticized the failure of the

Civil Service Commission to determine whether

affirmative action plans had been effectively imple-

mented68 and concluded that "the [Civil Service]

Commission has not made meaningful improvements

since 1972 in its evaluations of agencies' personnel

practices as they bear on equal employment oppor-

tunity. Further, the Commission has failed to exer-

cise the expanded authority granted by Congress in

1972 to correct discriminatory practices and to give

relief to victims of discrimination."69

In 1977 the Civil Rights Commission again re-

viewed the efforts of the Civil Service Commission

to promote affirmative action and concluded that

despite new guidelines for affirmative action issued

in April 1976, the Civil Service Commission still was

" Ibid., pp. 109-110.

M Ibid., pp. 112-113.

" Ibid., p. 114.

•» Ibid., p. 131.

- Ibid., p. 132.

•' Ibid, p. 133.

« Ibid, p. 135.

•• Ibid., p. 137.
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not implementing the provisions of Title VII regard-

ing Federal employment. 70 The Civil Rights Com-
mission was particularly concerned about Civil

Service Commission:

—acceptance of any utilization ratio proposed by

individual agencies within 50 percent of the

existing total Federal work force proportions, as

an ultimate goal for utilization of minorities; 71

—requiring only agencies with more than 500

employees to develop full affirmative action

plans; 72

—continued rejection of the notion that Title VII

standards applicable to private and other public

employees were equally applicable to Federal

employees; 73

—failure to fully comply with its own guidelines

and in doing so not noting deficiencies in equal

opportunity planning or practice; 74

—proposing to rely increasingly on internal affir-

mative action evaluations prepared by the agen-

cies because this would not result in effective

monitoring. 75

In 1978, President James E. Carter reorganized

the personnel administration system of the Federal

Government by abolishing the Civil Service Com-
mission and dividing its responsibilities between

several agencies. Administrative tasks were given to

the newly created Office of Personnel Management

(OPM). 76 As part of this reorganization and effec-

tive Oct. 1, 1978, responsibility for Federal agency

affirmative action efforts was substantially trans-

ferred to EEOC." The most visible affirmative

action effort left to OPM was the Federal Equal

Opportunity Recruitment Program (FEORP) which

had been mandated by the Civil Service Reform Act

of 1978. 78 Other equity programs OPM retained

included the Federal Women's Program, Hispanic

Employment Program, Upward Mobility Program,

Selective Placement Program and Worker-Trainee

70 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort—7977; To Eliminate Employment Discrimina-

tion: A Sequel (December 1977), pp. 39-40.

Ibid., pp. 43^*4.

Ibid., p. 44.

Ibid., p. 47.

Ibid., p. 48.

Ibid., p. 51.

Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1978. 43 Fed. Reg. 36037, 92 Stat. 3783.
7 Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1978, 42 Fed. Reg. 19807, 92 Stat. 3781.
• 5U.S.C. Sec. 7201.

It should be noted that this report uses "underutilization"

rather than "underrepresentation" or "less than adequate repre-

sentation," the terms preferred by the Office of Personnel

Opportunities Program. Since these do not require

affirmative action planning, per se, they are not

reviewed in this report.

The Federal Affirmative Action program (FAA)
administered by EEOC and the Federal Equal

Opportunity Recruitment Program (FEORP) ad-

ministered jointly by EEOC and OPM have comple-

mentary purposes. The FAA is designed to produce

comprehensive efforts by Federal agencies to cor-

rect systemic problems that have resulted in the

underutilization of minorities and women. 79

FEORP is one part of that effort, concerned with

the recruitment of minorities and women to meet

specific needs. Because of the differing points of

origin, however, there was initially some duplication

in the material required to satisfy each program

requirement. This was eliminated later.

OPM commented:

In accordance with 5 U.S.C. sec. 7201, FEORP is

administered solely by OPM. EEOC's role was primarily

in the developmental stages, when it developed guidelines

(December 1978) upon which OPM based its governing

regulations. EEOC's current role in FEORP is a limited

advisory one, pursuant to Executive Order 12067. 80

While this may be legally correct, it is not the

practice. EEOC, as part of its review of Federal

affirmative action effort, requires that plans submit-

ted to it include considerable detail on the operating

unit's Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Pro-

gram plan. 81 And OPM, although legally responsi-

ble for monitoring the plan, does not receive a copy

of the plan except upon special request. OPM does

not review the plan except as part of either general

personnel reviews or the handful of FEORP reviews

it conducts each year while EEOC stated that it

would be reviewing the plans on a systematic basis

(although there is little evidence it actually has done

so). 82

Management. OPM states that "'underutilization' in the Federal

service is a personnel term of art, meaning a situation where a

specific employee is in a position that does not fully utilize the

employee's education and experience." (A. Diane Graham,

Assistant Director for Affirmative Employment Programs, OPM,
letter to staff, July 9, 1982.) In this report underutilization is used

to mean that people from particular race/sex groups are utilized

less than would be expected given the labor force estimates of

their availability.

80 A. Diane Graham, letter to staff, July 9, 1982.

•' EEOC, Management Directive 707 (Jan. 23, 1981), p. 69.

" OPM, Federal Personnel Manual System Letter (FPM) 720-2;



FAA requirements for FY 1980 were described in

EEOC's Management Directive 702, effective Dec. 1,

1979. This required submission of an affirmative

action plan and FEORP plan to EEOC in two

phases. By Feb. 1, 1980 agencies were to submit a

review of their employment patterns in their six

most populous occupations, an affirmative action

program plan for two of them and an affirmative

recruitment program plan for FEORP. 83 By April 1,

1980 Federal agencies were to submit an affirmative

action program for two additional occupations and a

design for an internal monitoring and evaluation

system for review of the agency affirmative action

plan. 84 FY 1980 was to be a transitional year. 85

EEOC stated it would develop a systematic multi-

year affirmative action plan framework, a methodol-

ogy for determining underutilization, a more com-

prehensive work force analysis, a more systematic

process for conducting and reporting analyses of

impediments to equal employment opportunity. 86

Agencies with 500 or more employees were to

prepare full length affirmative action plans. 87 Agen-

cies with fewer than 500 employees were to submit

modified plans including in Phase I goals for two

target occupations and in Phase II a system for

internal monitoring and evaluation. 88

At approximately the same time, OPM issued

guidelines for the preparation of Federal Equal

Opportunity Recruitment Programs. 89 These also

required identification of occupational groupings in

which minorities or women were utilized at levels

lower than would be expected from the available

labor force. Agencies that identified such occupa-

tions were to design recruitment strategies to correct

the problems. 90

Of these, the EEOC instructions were the more

controversial because of public criticism by two
Commissioners of the procedures selected by

EEOC. Then EEOC Commissioners Ethel Bent

Walsh and J. Clay Smith objected to the Commis-

sion's guidelines for the Federal sector because they

utilized as a benchmark the Bureau of Labor

Federal Equal Opportunity Program, Sept. 19, 1979; Wanda
Dorsey, Region VII Affirmative Action Officer, EEOC, inter-

view in St. Louis, Oct. 23, 1981 and letter to staff, Aug. 24, 1981.

" EEOC, Management Directive 702 (Dec. 1 1, 1979), p. II-2.
4 Ibid.
1 Ibid., p. I- 1.

• Ibid., p. 1-3.

' Ibid, p. II-2.

" Ibid, pp. 11-1,11-2.

OPM, Federal Personnel Manual System Letter (FPM) 720-2:

Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Program. (Sept. 19, 1979).

Statistics' data on actual employment in broad

categories (such as professionals) rather than nar-

rower actual occupational groupings (such as engi-

neers). Further, Commissioner Walsh objected that

it would be possible to use the OFCCP eight factor

availability analysis to measure those potentially

available for employment rather than the more

restricted Bureau of Labor Statistics' actual avail-

ability estimate. She argued that to use the formula-

tion proposed by EEOC would prevent further

recruitment and hiring in the Federal sector. 91

Relevant to the affirmative action planning for

minorities and women, EEOC published Manage-

ment Directive 705 on July 1, 1980. This prescribed a

form for reporting numeric accomplishments during

the first transition year and extended the transition

period. In so doing, agencies were instructed to

choose new target occupations if they had reached

their goals for the original ones or revise upward

their proposed accomplishments for the original

target occupations if those goals had not yet been

reached. The additions were to reflect potential

hiring during the coming reporting period. 92

On January 23, 1981, EEOC issued Management

Directive 707. This superseded the transition year

planning process by requiring plans covering a five

year period. 93 The directive:

—required calculation of underrepresentation and

development of appropriate remedial goals over

the five year period; 94

—authorized use of local civilian labor force

statistics as a basis for determining goals for all

categories for FAA purposes; 95

—gave permission to utilize PATCO (profession-

al, administrative, technical, clerical, other)

groupings where job series contained fewer than

100 person; 96

—stated that in some cases underrepresentation

would be so severe it could not be fully remedied

in a five year period, given probable future

90 Ibid., para. 2-1.

91 Ethel Bent Walsh, Memorandum to the Commissioners, Oct.

31, 1979 and J. Clay Smith, Jr., Dissent on Section 717

Instructions for the Development of Federal Affirmative Action

Plans, voted Nov. 6, 1979.

92 EEOC, Management Directive 705 (July 1, 1980).

93 EEOC, Management Directive 707 (Jan. 23, 1981), p. 1.

• Ibid., p. 12.

95 Ibid., p. 6.

•• Ibid., p. 42.
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vacancies and that the best effort possible was
acceptable; 97

—required that agencies implement an applicant

flow monitoring system, if they had not already

done so; 98

—required a barrier analysis be prepared showing

how agencies would correct barriers that were

within the control of the individual agencies to

improve utilization of minorities and women. 99

EEOC stated it would evaluate plan accomplish-

ments based on improvements in work force utiliza-

tion. It stated that "With good faith efforts, the

comprehensive agency program should result in a

net increase in the representation of minorities and

women in specific occupations and occupational

levels within the agency's work force" 100 and "The
systematic nature of agency affirmative action plan-

ning will be assessed by careful review of problem

identification and agency action steps. These instruc-

tions required agencies to engage in a comprehen-

sive analysis which involves management, budget

and personnel considerations." 101 Finally, EEOC
stated it would evaluate plans to ensure that all the

figures required in the format specified were provid-

ed and a complete FEORP plan was included. 102
It

would review the information systems and monitor-

ing procedures as well as the extent to which
affirmative action plans had been incorporated into

the management of the agency. Agencies were to

monitor their own efforts to incorporate affirmative

action into the management and budget process. 103

A variety of management directives not directly

related to the main elements of affirmative action

" Ibid., p. 48.
88 Ibid., p. 5.

" Ibid., p. 62.

""> Ibid., p. 71.
101 Ibid.

lra Ibid.

planning were issued in the years since 1979. On
September 23, 1980, EEOC issued Management
Directive 704 that instructed agencies to add plans

for prevention of sexual harassment in the work
force to the transition year plans submitted under

Management Directive 702. 104

On July 1, 1980, EEOC issued Management
Directive 706 that provided follow-up for an earlier

directive, Management Directive 703, on planning for

the utilization of the handicapped, including disabled

veterans. 105 On February 20, 1981, EEOC issued

Management Directive 708. It required accomplish-

ment reports for FY 1980 and planning reports for

FY 1981. While many of the forms are superficially

similar to those provided for minorities and women
planning and accomplishment reporting, the numer-
ic goals required are far less precise and EEOC did

not specify how it would review the accomplish-

ments. 106 A new element required by Management
Directive 709 was the barrier analysis to assess

facility accessibility. The instructions prescribed an

accomplishment report and continued planning in

FY 1981 and FY 1 982. 107

Summary
The Federal Government has moved from segre-

gation to fairly specific regulations designed to

promote equal opportunity that will ensure the

Federal service is representative of the nation and

that the legacy of past discrimination is eliminated.

The quality of the current Federal effort in Federal

Region VII is assessed in succeeding chapters of this

report.

103 Ibid., p. 72.
104 EEOC, Management Directive 704 (Sept. 23, 1980).
105 EEOC, Management Directive 70<5(July 1, 1980).
,M EEOC, Management Directive 708 (Feb. 20, 1981).
107 EEOC, Management Directive 709 (Oct. 6, 1 98 1 ).
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Chapter 3

The Utilization of Minorities and Women
in the Federal Service

The Advisory Committees could not obtain data

on the Federal work force that would allow analysis

of the impact of current affirmative action efforts.

The most recent available data from the Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) was for the year

1980. Thus, what follows in this chapter is a

description of the changes in the Federal work force

that preceded most of the affirmative action efforts

reported in subsequent chapters of this report. When

1 The 1974 data provided a breakdown of the individual agency

work forces by GS (General Schedule) grade. The 1979 and 1980

data included breakdowns by job series, occupational grouping,

average salary and average grade. To obtain comparable data for

the totals in 1974, some recalculation was undertaken. Rather

than use the EEOC mandated format as prescribed in its

Management Directive 702 or the format for State and local

government prescribed in EEO-4, OPM provides figures for each

ethnic group as a whole and for women in each ethnic group.

OPM's failure to use the standard format is inexplicable. OPM
states that:

data from our Central Personnel Data (CPDF), which is

under our exclusive Government-wide operational control,

are generated in whatever formats are deemed appropriate

for the statistical report being produced. CPDF is an all-

encompassing automated file and includes data on 53 separate

data elements reported to us by Federal agencies, usually on

a monthly basis. Upon request, OPM can generate reports in

a wide variety of formats for a wide variety of uses. (A.

Diane Graham, letter to staff, July 9, 1982)

The Advisory Committees' staff requested data in a format

comparable to that which agencies were required to submit to

EEOC as part of their plans. A formal request was transmitted to

the Regional Director of OPM's Mid-Continent Regional Office

on Dec. 15, 1981. Thereafter, staff were in frequent telephone

communication with OPM staff, both regional and national,

attempting to obtain the requested data. The data used in this

report were the nearest to the format we requested that OPM
staff could provide.

Although the data used for all three years has been computerized

by OPM, the Advisory Committees were given print-

new data becomes available, in November 1982,

further analysis will be possible.

Even determining the changes prior to 1980 posed

some difficulties. The data on Federal employment

in the years 1974, 1979 and 1980 provided by OPM
were not in a consistent format. While some recalcu-

lations made comparisons possible, the differing

formats limited the analyses that could be conduct-

ed. 1 Thus the Advisory Committee has limited its

analysis to changes in the Region VII Federal work

ed/microfiche tables rather than print-outs. There is no evidence

that OPM has analyzed individual job series or job categories to

determine whether there are examples of prima facie disparities of

opportunity. Such an analysis could only be done at the national

level, since the regional office does not have a computer

capability. At the national level OPM possesses a capacity to

perform a considerable amount of the data presentation required

by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and

OPM in the affirmative action and recruitment program planning.

While the task would no doubt be expensive, it would probably

be cheaper for OPM than it is for the sum of the individual

agencies and their subunits.

The Advisory Committees' staff noted that in each of the three

years for which OPM provided data, the number of employees of

the regional office of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is

overstated. GSA found similar errors in the data on their

employees. (John Piatt, Regional Administrator, GSA, letter to

staff, July 2, 1982.) The Committees guess that there are errors in

the reporting of other agency work forces. OPM insists such

errors are entirely the fault of agencies' misreports to OPM. (A.

Diane Graham, letter to staff, July 9, 1982.) For the Commission,

the error rate is in excess of 10 percent; the rate for GSA is about

three percent. The Committees persist in using OPM's data

because it is the best available. No comparable data were

available on older or handicapped Federal workers. Additional

errors may have been caused by the poor quality of the printed

copies of the microfiche data. The Advisory Committees recog-

nize this problem, but have been unable to resolve it since print-

outs were not available. The Committees' staff made every

possible effort to resolve visible discrepancies.
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force during the period 1974-1980 and a comparison

of the work force to various estimates of availability.

a. Changes in the Region VII Federal

Work Force
During the period 1974-1980, 15 of 23 agencies'

work forces increased in size. The number of blacks

increased in 14 of the 15 (it decreased in one). The
number of Hispanics also increased in 12 of these,

and decreased in three. During the same period the

work forces of seven agencies decreased. In three of

these the black work force decreased at an even

larger rate, in one it decreased at a lesser rate and in

three it increased. In these seven agencies the

number of Hispanics in the work force decreased

proportionately less than the total work force in one

agency, increased in five and did not change in one.

OPM did not provide data on the employment of

women in Region VII in 1974. 2

The average grades of Federal employees in

Region VII rose by up to 1.2 grades or decreased by

up to 0.6 grades during the period 1974-1980. 3 In

the 21 agencies employing more than 100 persons for

which the Advisory Committees had data, black

workers had lower grades in 1980 in four than they

had in 1974, Hispanic workers had lower grades in

six, Asian workers had lower grades in six and

Indian workers had lower grades in five. 4 (See

Appendix A, Table A-2) But in many agencies,

2 One agency, Department of Energy, did not exist in 1974.
3 The data provided by OPM made it impossible to determine

the change in the relative utilization of women between 1974-

1980. However, it is possible to determine the change in the

utilization of minorities. The evidence for this is, admittedly,

somewhat ambiguous. In 1974 the then Civil Service Commission
published data showing the distribution of general schedule

employees by grouped grades. In 1980 OPM provided data

showing average grade. To make the data comparable, the

average grade for 1974 had to be calculated. This was done by
Advisory Committee staff, using the midpoint of each group as a

basis for averaging for 21 Federal agencies (the Postal Service did

not use GS scale grades in 1980). Analysis of the resulting data is

problematic. Changes could be due to grade creep (promotion of

persons without substantial change in function) as well as actual

increased responsibility. Differences in the ranking of similar jobs

in different agencies may somewhat distort the results. What can

be seen is that, over time, there have been some changes in the

ranking of employees from each ethnic group. The analysis,

however, is impeded by the relatively small range of changes.

OPM, in a comment on the draft of this report noted that:

a myriad of factors other than discrimination affect average

grade level or salary. Most prominent among these factors

are education, experience, and length of Federal service.

Without controlling for these important variables, the analy-

sis is likely to be skewed. For example, do black employees in

Region VII with the same level of education, quality of

minorities' average grades increased by more than

1.0 grades. This was true for blacks in nine agencies,

for Hispanics in seven agencies, for Asians in four

agencies, for Indians in eight agencies. Whites made

such gains in three agencies. 5 (See Appendix A,

Table A-2)

While the relatively increasing responsibility of

minorities is commendable, their absolute position

remained generally lower than those of whites.

Blacks had lower average grades (with more than

one grade difference) in 1980 than whites in 15 of 21

agencies reviewed. Hispanics had lower average

grades in six agencies, Asians in three agencies and

Indians in eight agencies. (See Appendix A, Table

A-2)

Data for 1980 by job categories (Administrative,

Professional, Technical and Clerical) for each agen-

cy show significant disparities between whites and

other ethnic groups and between whites and females

(both white and other) in the administrative, profes-

sional and technical but not in the clerical catego-

ries. This is the pattern one would expect if the

legacy of past discrimination by an employer had

not been corrected. It may also suggest unequal

patterns of current employment, but, since in some

cases minorities or women have higher grades than

whites, this must be suggested with caution. 6 (See

Appendix A, Table A-3)

experience, and length of Federal service as similarly situated

white employees have lower average grades than the white

employees? The answer to that question would shed a great

deal of light on the effectiveness of Federal affirmative action

efforts. (A. Diane Graham, letter to staff, July 9, 1982.)

OPM's points are well taken. However, OPM does not indicate it

has any intention to undertake the analysis it says would be

essential. Absent such analysis by the only agency with the data

and resources to process them, the Advisory Committees have

necessarily relied on what was available to them, recognizing the

limits to which the data can be interpreted.

* The agencies were: blacks—Interior, Commerce, Army,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC); Hispanics—Agricul-

ture, Army, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Interior, Justice,

Transportation; Asians—Air Force, Agriculture, Defense Supply

Agency, Interior, Treasury, HHS/Education; Indians—Agricul-

ture, Veterans Administration, General Service Administration,

Office of the Secretary of Defense, Defense Supply Agency.
5 The agencies were: blacks—Navy, HHS/Education, Housing

and Urban Development, Justice, Labor, Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, EEOC, OPM, Small Business Administration;

Hispanics—Navy, Defense Supply Agency, Environmental Pro-

tection Agency, GSA, EEOC, OPM, Small Business Administra-

tion; Asians—Army, Justice, Transportation, GSA; Indians

—

HHS/Education, Housing and Urban Development, Interior,

Justice, Labor, Transportation, Treasury, Small Business Admin-
istration; whites—HHS/Education, EPA, SBA.
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In the professional job category, black workers'

average grades were lower than whites' in seven of

23 agencies, Hispanic workers' average grades were

lower in five agencies, Asian workers' average

grades were lower in five and Indian workers'

average grades were lower in two. White women's

average grades were lower than all whites in 16

agencies, black women's average grades were lower

in 11, Hispanic women's average grades were lower

in three, Asian women's average grades were lower

in four and Indian women's average grades were

lower in four. In short, women professionals appear

very often to have had grades significantly lower

than their male counterparts (the disparity would

have been even greater if specific data on males had

been provided by OPM) and minorities in some

agencies, most notably Transportation, had lower

grades than their white counterparts. 7 (See Appen-

dix A, Table A-3-a)

In the administrative job category, black worker's

average grades were lower than whites' in four

agencies. Hispanic workers' average grades were

lower in five, Asians' in six, Indians' in five, white

8 Although OPM's data is computerized it was unable to provide

print-outs that would have enabled the Advisory Committee to

compare grade ranges by job series (although it does maintain this

data for each agency). Thus, the Advisory Committees were

forced to use compressed data for each job category. The use of

this categorical data has some inherent problems, sui generis.

Obviously, there are a wide range of jobs with different levels of

compensation within the job categories. Thus, some variation in

grade and compensation is to be expected. In this study, a

deviation of more than one grade level is regarded as larger than

would be expected. However, this procedure is arbitrary and
open to question. In its defense, no alternative procedure

appeared feasible.

7 Agencies where minorities/white women had lower grades

than whites were: blacks—Agriculture, Air Force, Defense

Supply Agency, Energy, Interior, Transportation, Environmental

Protection Agency; Hispanics—Agriculture, Army, Labor,

Transportation, Treasury; Asians—Air Force, Energy, Health

and Human Services, Interior, Transportation; Indians—Health

and Human Services, Veterans Administration; white women

—

Agriculture, Commerce, Air Force, Army, Defense Supply

Agency, Energy, Education, Health and Human Services, Hous-
ing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice, Labor, Transporta-

tion, Treasury, Environmental Protection Agency, General Ser-

vices Administration; black women—Agriculture, Air Force,

Army, Education, Health and Human Services, Interior, Justice,

Transportation, Treasury, Environmental Protection Agency,
General Services Administration; Hispanic women—Army, Of-

fice of the Secretary of Defense, Treasury; Asian women—Air

Force, Army, Health and Human Services, Interior; Indian

women—Army, Health and Human Services, Interior, Veterans

Administration.
* The agencies where minorities/women had lower grades than

whites were: blacks—Air Force, Transportation, Treasury,

FDIC; Hispanics—Commerce, Labor, Transportation, Treasury,

FDIC; Asians—Army, Defense Supply Agency, Health and

women's in 16, black women's in 12, Asian women's

in three and Indian women's in four. In short,

women administrators very often had grades signifi-

cantly lower than their male counterparts and

minorities in some agencies, notably Transportation

and FDIC, had lower grades than their white

counterparts. 8 (See Appendix A, Table A-3-b)

In technical jobs, black workers' average grades

were lower than whites' in eight agencies, Hispanics'

in four agencies, Asians' in three agencies, Indians'

in three agencies, white women's in nine agencies,

black women's in 1 1 agencies, Hispanic women's in

eight agencies, Asian women's in four and Indian

women's in nine. In short, yet again, women techni-

cians very often had grades significantly lower than

their male counterparts and minorities in some

agencies, most notably Interior, had lower grades

than their white counterparts. 9 (See Appendix A,

Table A-3-c)

In the clerical job category, few agencies graded

minorities significantly less than whites and in no

agency were white women's average grades lower

Human Services, Transportation, FDIC, General Services Ad-

ministration; Indians—Agriculture, Office of the Secretary of

Defense, Housing and Urban Development, Labor and Veterans

Administration; white women—Agriculture, Commerce, Army,
Defense Supply Agency, Education, Housing and Urban Devel-

opment, Interior, Justice, Labor, Transportation, Treasury,

FDIC, General Services Administration, Office of Personnel

Management, Small Business Administration, Veterans Adminis-

tration; black women—Agriculture, Commerce, Air Force,

Army, Navy, Housing and Urban Development, Labor, Trans-

portation, Treasury, FDIC, Genera] Services Administration and

Office of Personnel Management; Hispanic women—Agriculture,

Army, Defense Supply Agency, Interior, Justice, Labor, Trea-

sury, Veterans Administration; Asian women—Army, Health and

Human Services, Transportation; Indian women—Agriculture,

Health and Human Services, Interior, Veterans Administration.
9 Agencies in which there was a disparity of more than 1.0

between whites and others were: blacks—Commerce, Air Force,

Navy, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Education, Interior,

Transportation, Environmental Protection Agency; Hispanics

—

Air Force, Defense Supply Agency, Interior, Transportation;

Asians—Agriculture, Army, Interior; Indians—Agriculture,

Navy, Health and Human Services; white women—Commerce,

Air Force, Army, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Energy,

Interior, Justice, Transportation, General Services Administra-

tion; black women—Agriculture, Commerce, Air Force, Navy,

Office of the Secretary of Defense, Education, Housing and

Urban Development, Interior, Justice, Transportation, Environ-

mental Protection Agency; Hispanic women—Agriculture, Com-
merce, Air Force, Army, Office of the Secretary of Defense,

Defense Supply Agency, Transportation, Veterans Administra-

tion; Asian women—Agriculture, Army, Interior, Veterans Ad-

ministration; Indian women—Agriculture, Commerce, Army,
Navy, Health and Human Services, Interior, Transportation,

General Services Administration, Veterans Administration.
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than whites. In short, there was no pattern of

discrimination. 10 (See Appendix A, Table A-3-d)

b. Utilization Analysis of Federal

Employees in Region VII
The Advisory Committees believe that the Feder-

al work force ought to be representative of the

nation, since it is the nation's government. At the

same time, promotion preferences and the absence of

available trained or trainable persons makes perfect

representation difficult. Indeed, the absence of ade-

quate data makes it difficult to determine what could

be done to assure as representative a work force as

possible. Unlike private industry, the Federal Gov-

ernment has never attempted to use its own stan-

dards of availability (the eight factor test formerly

used by OFCCP for Federal contractors) to deter-

mine what minority or white women workers are

available for Federal employment. Instead, the

Federal Government has used surrogate measures

that approximate availability—the civilian labor

force and professional labor force, sometimes nation-

wide, sometimes in the labor market area. Because

the agencies reviewed in this study are regional, the

Advisory Committees have chosen to use the nation-

al labor force estimates and regional labor force

estimates. In addition, however, the Advisory Com-
mittees have assembled data on private sector

utilization of minorities and white women in the

various job categories in the region. The Advisory

Committees believe that, at minimum, the Federal

work force should match the private sector's utiliza-

tion levels and that a match exists if utilization

exceeds 80 percent of the availability estimate.

Table A-4 in Appendix A shows the total employ-

ment of agencies in 1980 that employed more than

100 persons; they employed a total of 102,002

persons. Compared to the four categories of private

sector employment that are comparable to Federal

employment, only in three of 24 agencies were black

workers utilized less than in the private sector. In no

10 Agencies in which there was a disparity of more than 1.0

between whites and others were: blacks—FDIC; Hispanics

—

Energy; Asians—Transportation; Indians—Defense Supply
Agency; black women—FDIC; Hispanic women—Navy, Ener-

gy; Asian women—Transportation; Indian women—Defense

Supply Agency.
" Utilization by agencies at less than the estimate noted (total

work force): (Agencies with no persons in the ethnic group are

omitted.) Private Sector: black—Interior, Air Force, FDIC;
Hispanics—None; white women—All except Navy, HHS, Trea-

sury, OPM, Education, EPA, SBA, VA; black women—Agricul-

agency were Hispanics utilized less. The proportions

of Asians and Indians in the private sector were too

small for comparison. Sixteen agencies utilized white

women at levels less than in the private sector, as did

eight agencies for black women. The availability of

Hispanic, Asian and Indian women was so small that

no substantial patterns could be noted. (See Appen-

dix A, Table A-4)

There were more agencies that deviated from the

national civilian labor force (NCLF). Eight agencies

utilized blacks to a lesser extent than their numbers

in the national civilian labor force. All agencies

utilized Hispanics at less than availability. Asians

and Indians were too small a proportion of the

NCLF for comparison. White women were utilized

at less than NCLF levels in ten agencies, for black

women in nine agencies and for Hispanic women in

all but one agency. Again, Asians and Indian women
were so small a part of the national civilian labor

force as to make significant comparison impossible.

Compared to the regional civilian labor force

(RCLF), black workers were utilized less in three

agencies, Hispanics were not utilized less in any

agency. Asians and Indians were too small a propor-

tion of the RCLF for comparison, white women
were utilized less in ten agencies, black women in

four agencies. Again, the proportions of Hispanic,

Asian and Indian women in the RCLF made

comparison impossible. 11

Table A-5 in Appendix A shows the distribution

of 18,597 administrative workers. Only white wom-
en were utilized at less than the private sector level

by any appreciable number of agencies (five), al-

though other groups might have been included if

agencies employing no one from the group were

counted. Black administrators were a smaller pro-

portion of the Federal work force than the national

professional labor force (NPLF) in three agencies.

Hispanic administrators were similarly underrepre-

sented in 17 agencies, white women in 15 agencies,

black women in four agencies and Hispanic women

ture, Commerce, Air Force, Energy, Interior, Justice, Transpor-

tation, FDIC; National CLF: blacks—Agriculture, Commerce,

Air Force, Energy, Interior, Justice, Transportation, FDIC;
Hispanics—All; white women—Agriculture, Air Force, OSD,
Energy, Interior, Justice, Transportation, FDIC, GSA, Postal

Service; black women—Agriculture, Commerce, OSD, Air

Force, Energy, Interior, Justice, Transportation, FDIC; Regional

CLF: blacks—Interior, Air Force, FDIC; Hispanics—None;

white women—Agriculture, Air Force, OSD, Energy, Interior,

Justice, Transportation, FDIC, GSA, Postal Service; black

women—Air Force, Interior, Justice.
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in 13 agencies. There were too few Asian or Indian

men or women in the NPLF for any significant

deviations to be noted. In no agency were black

administrators utilized to a lesser extent than they

were in the regional professional labor force

(RPLF). The proportions of Asian and Indian

administrators in the RPLF were too small for

comparison. In four agencies Hispanics were used to

a lesser extent. White women were utilized at less

than the RPLF in 12 agencies, black women in one

agency. Again, in some cases agencies employed no

members of particular groups and in the case of

Hispanic, Indian and Asian women the numbers and

percentages were too small for significant compari-

son. 12

Table A-6 in Appendix A shows the utilization of

12,961 professional workers. Discounting those

agencies that employed no persons from particular

groups as professionals, blacks were utilized at less

than private sector levels in three agencies; Asians in

six; white women in 17; black women in four. The
numbers of Hispanics and Indians and Asian women
in the private sector work force were too small for

comparison. Again, discounting those agencies that

utilized no persons from the particular group, blacks

were utilized at lower levels than in the national

professional labor force by nine agencies; Hispanics

by 1 3 agencies; Asians by six agencies; white women

12 Utilization by agencies at less than the estimate noted

(administrators): (Agencies with no workers from the ethnic

group are not included.) Private Sector: blacks—None; Hispan-

ics—Too small; Asian—Too small; white women—Air Force,

Army, Interior, Justice, Transportation, FDIC; black women

—

Too small; Hispanic women—Too small; National PLF: blacks

—

Air Force, Interior, FDIC; Hispanics—All except Commerce,
OPM, Education, Energy, Interior, EPA, Labor, EEOC; Asian

—

None; white women—All except Agriculture, Army, Navy,

Commerce, Education, HHS, EPA, GSA, SBA, Postal Service;

black women—Air Force, Interior, Justice, Postal Service;

Hispanic women—Agriculture, Air Force, Army, OSD, DSA,
HHS, HUD, Justice, Transportation, Treasury, GSA, Postal

Service, VA; Regional PLF: blacks—None; Hispanics—Agricul-

ture, Air Force, Army, Postal Service; Asian—Too small; white

women—All except Agriculture, Army, Navy, Commerce, Edu-

cation, HHS, HUD, EPA, GSA, SBA, VA, Postal Service; black

women—Justice; Hispanic women—Too small.
13 Utilization by agencies at less than the estimate noted

(Professionals): (Agencies with no workers from the ethnic group

are not included.) Private Sector: blacks—Commerce, Air Force,

Interior; Hispanics—Too small; Asian—Air Force, HHS, OSD,
Justice, Treasury, Transportation; white women—All except

EEOC, FDIC, OPM, VA, Education, Justice; black women-
Agriculture, Air Force, Army, Interior; Hispanic women—Too
small; National PLF: blacks—Agriculture, Commerce, Air

by 17 agencies; black women by eight agencies;

Hispanic women by seven agencies. There were too

few persons in the NPLF from other groups for

comparison. Compared to the regional professional

labor force, blacks were underutilized in three

agencies; Hispanics in six agencies; white women in

16 agencies; black women in four agencies. There

were too few persons in the RPLF from other

groups for comparison. 13

Table A-7 in Appendix A shows the utilization of

16,950 technical workers. Most agencies matched

the private sector's utilization of blacks, Hispanics,

Asians and Indians. White women were utilized at

less than private sector levels by six agencies, black

women by seven agencies. The proportions of other

ethnic groups in the private sector were too small

for comparison. Most agencies matched utilization

of minorities and women in the regional professional

labor force and the regional civilian labor force. But

white women were underutilized in six agencies and

black women in four agencies compared to the

regional civilian labor force. 14

Table A-8 in Appendix A shows the utilization of

39,858 clerical workers. Most agencies matched the

utilization levels of minorities and women in the

private sector and indeed, only in the case of white

women were most agencies' utilization levels not

well above the private sector's.

Force, Army, EPA, Interior, Treasury, GSA, Labor; Hispanics

—

All but HUD, Labor, Transportation; Asian—Air Force, HHS,
OSD, Justice, Treasury, Transportation; white women—All

except, EEOC, EPA, FDIC, OPM, VA, Justice, Education;

black women—All but OSD, Education, HHS, HUD, Labor,

EEOC, Postal Service, GSA, SBA, VA; Hispanic women—All

but Labor, VA; Regional PLF: blacks—Commerce, Air Force,

Interior; Hispanics—All but Army, Energy, HHS, HUD, Interi-

or, Labor, Transportation, EPA, GSA, VA; Asian—Too small;

white women—All except, EEOC, EPA, FDIC, OPM, VA,
Justice, Education; black women—Agriculture, Air Force,

Army, Interior; Hispanic women—Too small.

" Utilization by agencies at less than the estimate noted

(Technical workers): (Agencies with no workers from the ethnic

group are not included.) Private Sector: blacks—Agriculture,

Commerce, Air Force, Interior, Justice; Hispanics—Too small;

white women—Agriculture, Commerce, Air Force, Interior,

Transportation, Postal Service; black women—Agriculture,

Commerce, Air Force, Energy, Interior, Justice, Transportation;

Regional PLF: blacks— Interior; Hispanics—Too small; white

women—Commerce, Transportation, Postal Service; black wom-
en—Commerce, Interior; Regional CLF: blacks—Commerce, Air

Force, Interior, Justice; Hispanics—Air Force, Army, Interior,

Treasury, OSD, VA; white women—Agriculture, Commerce,

Transportation, Air Force, Interior, Postal Service; black wom-
en—Commerce, Interior, Justice, Air Force.
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Chapter 4

Transition Year Plans and Accomplishments

In 1982, several agencies still had not prepared the

multiyear plan that was supposed to be implemented

on October 1, 1981. Consequently, the Advisory

Committee review concentrates on the transition

year plans that were submitted for the FY 1980

transition year and, as a practical matter, continued

to be operative through the end of FY 1981 and into

FY 1982.

Comparative analysis poses some problems be-

cause larger agencies were major operating compo-

nents, required to prepare their own plans; while

smaller agencies often were not major operating

components and thus merely prepared materials

incorporated into national plans. Some agencies'

plans covered only their facilities in Kansas City or

St. Louis. Others had plans that covered facilities

throughout the region. Here each plan has been

treated as though it is a regionwide plan.

Acknowledging that the transitional plans were

temporary adds to the difficulties of evaluation. First

efforts at a substantially revised affirmative action

format were bound to be difficult. Furthermore, the

knowledge that the procedures would change yet

again in a short period may have made the procedur-

al changes and new data formats required seem

pointless if yet further changes were to be required

in a few months. Moreover, as a first effort, the

instructions were perhaps not as clear as they might

have been. EEOC's description of its review criteria

could have been the basis for agency determinations

of the sufficiency of their own effort. But as the

EEOC, Management Directive 702 (Dec. 11, 1979), p. II- 1.

following analyses of agency efforts will show, even

these criteria might not have helped an agency

ensure that it complied with the spirit as well as the

letter of the planning and implementation processes.

a. Plans

i. Federal Affirmative Action Plan Instructions

Major facility and regional plans were, for FY
1980, to be consolidated at national level into a

single plan which reflected the Federal regional

lines. 1

In the first phase agencies were to evaluate their

work forces by occupational group, grade and pay

level, and supervisory responsibility. They were to

calculate an underrepresentation index, and develop

goals and timetables using vacancy projections from

the agency personnel office. In choosing their target

occupations, agencies were urged to consider those

with the highest degree of underrepresentation, the

widest grade range ("mainstream occupations") or

occupations where substantial numbers of vacancies

were anticipated. 2

In analyzing recruiting, an agency was to identify

recruitment sources, determine minority and female

applicant flow from those sources, rank each recruit-

ment source in order of effectiveness in recruiting

affected classes and, if analysis revealed any source

failed to produce significant numbers of minorities

2 Ibid., pp. III-l to 5.
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and women, redirect recruitment activities to alter-

nate sources. 3

Data on promotions by occupation and grade

were to be analyzed to determine barriers and

targeting groups for promotion. 4

Agencies were to determine what portion of their

selection procedure, if any, caused adverse impact

and either discontinue, modify or replace the proce-

dure. They were to complete a validation study of

those selection procedures, meet requirements for

interim use of a procedure, or "otherwise justify the

use of the procedure under Federal law." 5

In determining their goals, agencies were to

multiply the percentage of the underrepresented

group in the appropriate civilian labor force by the

number of projected vacancies. 6 For labor force

they were to use either the nearest SMSA or the

national, whichever contained the larger proportion

of minorities or women in the occupation being

analyzed. 7

To correct underutilization, agencies were re-

quired to develop and implement innovative staffing

strategies, of which the most important are training

and education. 8

In a second phase, agencies were to develop

monitoring systems that included information sys-

tems to provide periodic status reports on: statistical

work force profile and on affirmative action goals,

employment and other historical or trend data;

achievement of specific goals within designated

timetables; integration of barrier analyses; elimina-

tion of impediments; innovative staffing procedures;

and, revisions of agency selection procedures. Over-

all management and budget planning was to be

integrated with affirmative action planning. 9

Responsibility for affirmative action planning was
vested in the head of each Federal agency. EEOC
was to review and approve or disapprove the

agency plan and report to the President and

Congress on the accomplishments of each agency. 10

No report has been prepared to date.

Ibid., p. III-7.

Ibid., p. III-7.

Ibid., pp. HI-7 to 8.

Ibid., pp. 111-13 to 14.

Ibid., p. III-4.

Ibid., pp. 111-16 to 17.

Ibid, p. 111-19.

Ibid., p. 2 and Executive Order No. 12067, 43 Fed. Reg. 28967

(1978), as amended.
" OPM, Federal Personnel Manual System Letter (FPM) 720-2;

Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Program. Sept. 19, 1979.

ii. Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment
Program (FEORP) Plan Instructions

OPM spelled out the requirements for FEORP in

5 CFR Part 720 and provided implementation

guidance in FPM 720-2." These remain in effect.

They require Federal Equal Opportunity Recruit-

ment Program plans that include:

—Analysis of underutilization in broad occupational cate-

gories: Professional, Administrative, Technical, Clerical

and Other. 12

—Separate determinations by "mainstream" occupa-
tions—highly populous occupations which tend to lead to

a higher position in the agency. These analyses were to be

made by grade level. 13 Comparison is to the higher of

either national or local labor force (except for grades 4 or

below where local is authorized). 14

—Calculation of an index of underutilization by taking the

quotient of agency employment proportion for each
race/sex group divided by the appropriate civilian labor

force and multiplied by 100. 15

—Efforts targeted toward jobs which are most likely to be

actually available and towards job which show the highest

underrepresentation.

—Agencies' special efforts to recruit using sources likely

to produce persons from underrepresented race/sex

groups. 16 Agencies are to specify target sources likely to

meet their needs and ensure adequate efforts to reach

those. 17

—Internal promotions were to take account of underre-

presentation. 19

—Agencies are to consider availability, using bridging

positions and special internal recruitment efforts. 19

—Special efforts to recruit persons with bilingual skills

where needed and take account of the capacities of

persons with limited abilities in English. 20 In addition to

the usual external programs agencies were to utilize,

geographic recruiting in areas likely to provide underre-

presented persons, special mailing lists, skills banks, radio

and TV announcements, union sources, current employee

Ibid., para. 2-2(c).

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid., para. 2-2(d).

" Ibid., para. 2-3(c).

Ibid., para. 2-3(b).

Ibid., para. 2-5(d).

Ibid., para. 2-5.

" Ibid., para. 2-4(c).
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referrals from underrepresented groups, and participation

in special events. 21 Agencies are encouraged to work
together to address common underrepresentation prob-

lems and establish clearinghouses for recruitment through

the Federal Executive Boards. 22

iii. Implementation

Table B-l in Appendix B summarizes EEOC's
criteria for evaluation of agencies' FY 1980 transi-

tion year affirmative action plans. Table B-2 in

Appendix B shows compliance with these by the

agencies in Region VII whose plans were reviewed

by the Advisory Committees. Most agencies omitted

at least some of the information that was required or

provided less detail than could reasonably be expect-

ed. The summaries in most of the plans are very thin

on specific actions, usually because agencies failed to

provide an adequate barrier analysis—or any at all

—

that would show what needed to be done. In some

cases, it appears that agency headquarters instruc-

tions resulted in different data or formats from those

required in Management Directive 702.

Utilization of available vacancies to correct identi-

fied deficiencies varied widely from agency to

agency. Only Federal Aviation Administration, So-

cial Security Administration and General Services

Administration expected to have more than 100

vacancies. To correct underutilization in the transi-

» Ibid., para. 2-4(b).
22 Ibid, para. 2-4{d).
M Data contained in this chapter was obtained from the

following transition year plans submitted by the respective

agencies to the Central States Regional Office of the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights. General Services Administration,

Affirmative Action Plan FY 1980, provided by Lucius Long,
Principal EEO Official, Region VI; Department of Labor,

Affirmative Action Program Plan, FY 1980 (July 28, 1980);

Department of Housing and Urban Development, Region VII,

Equal Employment Opportunity Plan, FY 1980 (Aug. 25, 1979);

Environmental Protection Agency, Affirmative Action Program
Plan. FY 1980 (May 1, 1980); Office of Personnel Management,
Mid-Continent Region FY 1980 Affirmative Action Plan (n.d.);

Federal Aviation Administration, Affirmative Action Program
Plan. FY 1980 (Jan. 18, 1980); Federal Highway Administration,

Region VII, Affirmative Action Program Plan, FY 1980 (Jan. 16,

1980); Social Security Administration Regional Office, Affirma-
tive Action Program. FY 1980 (Jan. 18, 1980); Social Security

Administration, Regional Field Operations, Affirmative Action

Program. FY 1980 (Jan. 18, 1980); Social Security Administration,

Mid-America Program Service center, MAMPSC Workforce

Profile (n.d.); Social Security Administration, Kansas City Field

Assessment Office, Affirmative Action Program, FY 1980 (Jan. 14,

1980); Social Security Administration, Office of Hearings and
Appeals, Affirmative Action Program. FY 1980 (Jan. 21, 1980);

Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Human
Development Services, Affirmative Action Program Plan, FY 1980
(Mar. 12, 1980); James R. Bergfalk, Principal Regional Official,

memorandum to Jean Mason, July 16, 1980 (this contains the data

for the Office of the Regional Director of HHS); Department of

tion year, GSA proposed to use 68.4 percent of its

anticipated 117 vacancies; Federal Aviation Admin-
istration, 34.5 percent of its 142 vacancies; Social

Security Administration, 19.6 percent of its 148

vacancies. In agencies with smaller numbers of

vacancies, HUD proposed to use 61.5 percent of its

13 vacancies; HDS, 57.1 percent of its seven vacan-

cies; Office of the Regional Administration of HHS,
all of its three anticipated vacancies; EPA, 41.9 of its

31 anticipated vacancies; Department of Labor, 23.5

percent of its 17 vacancies; Federal Highway Ad-
ministration, none of its five vacancies; and, OPM,
one-quarter (12) of its 48 vacancies. 23 GSA targeted

74 occupations, SSA targeted six, FAA targeted

seven, OPM targeted six, HUD targeted four,

HHS/ORD, EPA and DOL targeted three occupa-

tions and HDS, HCFA, FHWA and EPA targeted

two occupations. 24 Many of these positions were

targeted for minorities, but the exact number as-

signed to each ethnic and sex group was difficult to

ascertain in some cases because often they were not

stated precisely by ethnic/sex group but by sex and

separately by race. 25 In short, contrary to the

popular belief, even as part of a fairly intensive effort

and despite ample evidence in the plans of underuti-

lization, many agencies proposed to utilize only a

proportion of their vacancies to correct deficiencies.

Health and Human Services, Health Care Financing Administra-

tion, Affirmative Action Program Plan, FY 1980 (Feb. 29, 1980).

The Advisory Committee received copies of OPM's 1981 region-

al equal employment opportunity plans for FY 1980 and 1981, and

the 1980-1981 equal opportunity recruitment program agreement,

dated September 13, 1979. In the latter, the region noted the

underutilization of black men and women at the GS 14-15 level.

Because it anticipated only one vacancy, it did not propose any

action. It noted that women seemed somewhat underutilized at

the GS-12 level but that this would be correctd by promotion.

However, these promotions would require further remedial

action to increase utilization of white women at the GS 9-11

level. The agency noted underutilization of black men at the GS
5-8 level and proposed to recruit two. It thought it would place

them in any of four slots through recruitment from the St. Louis

area, or if necessary in the Kansas City or Wichita areas. OPM
noted an underutilization of Hispanic men at GS 9-11 would be

corrected by promotion but that this would require recruitment

of Hispanics at the GS 5-7 level. OPM stated it would use the

same process utilized for blacks.
24 Because not all agencies followed the EEOC format, varied

forms had to be used to obtain these numbers.
25 In 1980 the regional director of OPM noted that he had made
significant efforts to hire minorities and women and that these had

been notably successful, especially since he had a full-time staff of

only 192. He noted that of 50 personnel selections, 74 percent

were women and 22 percent were minorities; of 70 promotions 80

percent were women and 17 percent were minorities. He cited a

variety of appointments of women and minorities to mid-level

positions. (Gerald K. Hinch, letter to staff, Mar. 25, 1980, p. 2.)
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Analysis of the job series data in the plans reveals

underutilization not evident in the aggregate analysis

prepared by the Advisory Committees and reported

in Chapter 3 of this report. The data formats for

most plans made it impossible to determine whether

the most populous occupations, those with the

longest career ladders, or any of the other tests of

appropriateness had been satisfied. This was not

necessarily the fault of the agencies but of the format

prescribed by EEOC, although agencies could have

supplied the necessary data.

The employment barriers specified by the agen-

cies in their FY 1980 plans were, for the most part,

beyond the capacity of the agencies to correct.

Some agencies provided no barrier analyses, others

(including some agencies that were major operating

components) provided barrier analyses prepared in

their national headquarters. Some agencies men-

tioned barriers that were substantially beyond their

control. For example, the Federal Highway Admin-

istration noted the principal barrier was salary and

that it had tried intensive recruitment without

overcoming this obstacle. HUD mentioned the

problem of certification and noted this was an OPM
problem. The field assessment unit of the Social

Security Administration stated it had few positions,

little turnover and that nothing could be done

locally. SSA's Office of Hearings and Appeals stated

the problem was the minimum qualifications but that

changing these was beyond their control. Other

agencies did mention barriers within their control

and suggested remedies. In some cases the proposed

solutions seem unlikely. For example, the Federal

Aviation Administration proposed to overcome
barriers for professional engineers by using a cooper-

ative education program.

Even when agencies proposed actions clearly

within their capability, their proposals were vague.

For example, EPA promised more intensive efforts

M In its 1981 report, OPM indicated the following actions to

eliminate barriers:

1. Internal cost control to assign costs for internal affirmative

action and equal opportunity efforts.

2. Increased awareness of the availability of EEO counselors.

3. Expansion of recruitment sources to increase availability

of minorities, women, handicapped and disabled veterans.

4. Absence of statistical data on the work force be remedied

by requiring quarterly data from the personnel officer.

5. Increased participation of EEO officials in hiring by
providing them with advance new hire estimates.

6. Increased skills of minorities, women, handicapped by
ensuring that individual development plans are prepared and
utilized.

7. A survey to be taken to determine skills of existing

to visit colleges, monitor applications, use the

Veterans Readjustment Act, cooperative education,

community contacts and high schools but did not

provide any supporting detail. Similarly, the SSA's

Mid-America Program Service Center promised to

work to establish career ladders and improve train-

ing but did not specify how. Some plans, such as

OPM's, were specific. 26 In short, it is hard to

imagine how most of the plans could have been used

to initiate specific actions to achieve the numeric

goals set or how EEOC could have evaluated

accomplishment.

To help assess Federal efforts, the Advisory

Committee sought the views of private sector

experts including the affirmative action officers of

Bendix's Kansas City plant, United Telecom, and

InterNorth. They varied in their views of the

effectiveness of the Federal effort. InterNorth was
concerned about the failure of the Federal Govern-

ment to use the eight factor availability system for

determining the labor force. 27 United Telecom
noted the failure of some agencies to report on their

prior year's goals and accomplishments. 28
It also

noted that the actual dates and responsible authori-

ties for many activities were not listed, although this

is considered a must in the private sector. 29 Another

reviewer noted that Federal agencies were being

allowed to do multiyear plans but that the private

sector was required to do annual plans and reports;

OFCCP required private contractors to evaluate

each and every occupation, while Federal agencies

were not required to do so; and, insufficient atten-

tion was being paid to management level jobs with

decisionmaking capacity. He pointed out that ex-

cuses by Federal agencies for inability to obtain

minorities or women such as salary constraints

would be rejected if they were offered to the

Federal agencies by contractors. He noted the

continued presence of "white islands" of employ-

employees, thus enabling the agency to determine underutili-

zation of existing resources.

8. Increased publicity for the affirmative action program

efforts.

9. Reports to determine whether employees were being given

an equal chance for promotion.

10. Increased utilization of minorities and women in training

courses. (OPM, Mid-Continent Region, Affirmative Action

Program Plan, FY 1981.)

* W.E. Diesing, Research Specialist, InterNorth, letter to staff,

Jan. 5, 1982 (hereafter cited as InterNorth letter).

" W.M. Washington, Affirmative Action Officer, United Tele-

phone System, letter to staff, Feb. 1, 1982.

" Ibid.
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ment in some areas and large blocks of minorities or

women in others. 30 Only the Bendix commentator,

who limited his review to a comparison of what the

Federal agencies were ordered to do and what they

actually did, was generally satisfied with their

activity. 31 He commented "Some of the plans are

long on numbers and short on narrative which

leaves a lot to the reader's imagination and does not

articulate the real effort being exerted. Exceptions

are the plans submitted by the Environmental

Protection Agency, Office of Personnel Manage-

ment, HCFA, Department of Labor and FHWA
which were very well done, easy to understand and

substantive."32

b. Accomplishments
Less than six months after the agencies were

supposed to complete the first phase of the transition

year planning process, EEOC issued instructions for

agencies to report on their FY 1980 accomplish-

ments. 33 EEOC stated that: "The emphasis in

reporting accomplishments under the FY 1980 affir-

mative action plan will be on bottom line results;

only where necessary to clarify specific results

should explanatory narrative be appended to the

reporting format." 34 The data required for phases

one and two were a calculation of net change

compared to expected change based on the affirma-

tive action plan (EEOC figures 1 and 2) and report

on the distribution by level (high, middle, entry) for

the starting and ending periods for the targeted

30 Interview on file, CSRO.
31 Jimmie L. Banks, Equal Opportunity Administrator, Bendix,

Kansas City Division, letter to staff, Dec. 22, 1982.
32 Ibid.
33 EEOC, Management Directive 705 (July 1, 1980).
34 Ibid., p. 2.

35 The following FY 1981 year plans and accomplishment
reports were utilized in the preparation of this report. They were
provided by the respective agencies and are on file at the Central

States Regional Office of the Commission. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, Affirmative Action Accomplishment Report for Minor-

ities and Women (October 1. 1980 through September 30. 1981)

(Oct. 18, 1981); FY 80 Accomplishment Report (n.d.); General
Services Administration, FY 1981 Affirmative Action Plan (n.d.);

Federal Aviation Administration, Central Region, Affirmative

Action Accomplishment Report for Minorities and Women (October

1. 1980 through September 30, 1981 (n.d.); Federal Highway
Administration, Affirmative Action Accomplishment Report for

Minorities and Women (October 1. 1980 through September 30.

1981) (Nov. 16, 1981); Department of Labor, Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan Accomplishment Report. FY 1979 (n.d); Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development, Affirmative Action

Review (Aug. 25, 1980), FY 80 Annual Affirmative Action Report

(December 1980), Mid-Year Affirmative Action Accomplishments

(July 8, 1980); Office of Personnel Management, Federal Equal
Opportunity Recruitment Program Agreement. FY 80-81 (Nov.

occupations (EEOC figures 3 and 4). Although the

Advisory Committees asked all agencies they con-

tacted to submit this information, not all did.

Regional reports in the format prescribed by

EEOC were submitted to the Advisory Committees

by HHS/HDS, Office of the Regional Director of

HHS, EPA and the various units of the Social

Security Administration. 35 HUD submitted data

that covered somewhat comparable ground but

were not in the same format as the other agencies. In

some cases agencies did not prepare such forms

because they were not required to do so by their

headquarters. The principal reason was that many
were not major operating components. Data about

them, in theory, were aggregated in headquarters

submissions. The Advisory Committee did not re-

view that data.

Most of the agencies did not reach their affirma-

tive action goals although they increased their work
forces over the transition year. EPA fell below its

goal by six. The regional office of the Social

Security Administration fell below its goal by 12 (it

had a net loss of 1 1 staff including white males) for

318 (clerical) series jobs but exceeded its goal by one

for 105 (administrative) series jobs. Field Operations

in SSA exceeded its goals by 19 in 998 (clerical)

series jobs but fell below them by 19 for 105 series

jobs, although it had a net gain of 22 jobs in the 998

series and a net loss of only two in 105 series. The
Field Assessment Unit exceeded its 105 series goal

by one although it had a net increase of five. It

1979), Affirmative Action Program Plan. FY 1981 (Jan. 12, 1981);

Linda Carson, Regional Administrator (HDS), memorandum to

Teresa Hawkes, Region VII Affirmative Action Initiatives for

FY 1982 (July 10, 1981); DHHS/OHDS, FY 81 Increment of

Goals (n.d.); Linda Carson, memorandum to Benna Cooper, FY
'82 Affirmative Action Initiatives Performance and Variance

Analysis (Jan. 19, 1982), memorandum to Carolyn A. Woodard,

FY '80 Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) Accomplishment Report

(Oct. 31, 1980); George James, memorandum to James F.

Donovan (HCFA), Equal Opportunity FY 81 Final Report (Nov.

9, 1981); Viola J. Sanchez, Office of the Secretary, Memorandum
to EEO Managers, FY 80 Affirmative Action Accomplishment

Report and FY 81 Goals (Jan. 30, 1981); James R. Bergfalk,

memorandum to Viola J. Sanchez, Amendment to FY 81

Affirmative Action Goals—OMS Target Rate (Jan. 22, 1981),

AAP Accomplishment Report and Transition Period Goals FY 81

(Nov. 28, 1980); William L. Parks, Acting ROD, HHS, memoran-
dum to Eugene Kinlow, Accomplishment Reports and FY 1981

Affirmative Action Program Plans for Hiring, Placement and

Advancement of Handicapped Individuals Including Disabled

Veterans (Apr. 14, 1981); Al Kemp, memorandum to Viola

Sanchez, FY 1981 Affirmative Action Accomplishment Report

(Nov. 19, 1981); Acting Principal Regional Official, memorandum
to Viola Sanchez, Region VII, Affirmative Action Progress

Report, October 1, 1980-March 31, 1981 (Apr. 30, 1981).
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exceeded its goal for 993 (technical) series by one

although it had a net gain of four. The appeals unit

exceeded its goal by 150 although it had a net gain of

149 (it did not report a second occupation series).

The Mid-America Program Service Center fell 141

below its goal, but had a net loss of 181 staff in series

301 (clerical). It fell 28 below its goal for series 993,

although it had a net gain of four. Human Develop-

ment Services exceeded its goals in series 101

(administrative) by one and matched its goal in series

300. The Office of the Regional Director of HHS
matched its goal where there was a vacancy, failed

to meet it for another series where there was no

vacancy. Notes on OPM's 1980 plan suggest that

some of its goals were reached.

As stated earlier, HUD did not use the prescribed

format. It reported that for jobs at GS-12 and up it

exceeded its goal for blacks but did not reach its goal

for women or Hispanics although the work force did

increase. For GS 5-11 (non-clerical) jobs, although

the work force decreased, it exceeded its goal for

women and blacks but not for Hispanics. 36

38 Frank Davis, Memorandum to Regional Administrators,

Affirmative Action Accomplishments for FY 1980 (Jan. 28,

1981).

Another element of the analysis requested by

EEOC was the change in levels of work. HUD
reported that the proportions of women, blacks and

Hispanics at grades GS-12 and up increased. 37 The

pattern at HDS was also of increases for black men,

Native American men and women at mid-senior

level jobs. EPA reported gains for white women and

black men in such jobs. The Field Operations

portion of SSA reported gains for white women,

black men, black women and Hispanic men and

women at these levels. Similar gains were reported

by the Assessment Centers (SSA) for white women,

Hispanic men, black men and black women; and by

the Program Service Center (SSA) for white wom-
en, black women, Asian women and American

Indian women.

In short, although additions to staff did not match

goals, it appears that promotional efforts, whether

by mere seniority or design, did increase some

minority and white women's representation at mid

and senior level.

37 Ibid.
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Chapter 5

The Multiyear Plans

The Advisory Committees reviewed multiyear

plans from the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA), Federal Highway Administration (FHWA),
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
and General Services Administration (GSA). Other

agencies contacted did not have multiyear plans

specific to their activities in Region VII or had not

yet issued instructions to their regional offices for

preparing such plans. No agency had actually

refused to prepare these plans.

The Office of Human Development Services of

HHS reported that:

The EEOC requirement for Multiyear Affirmative Action

Plans was waived for our agency due to an impending
reduction in force. Instead, we were requested by our

Central Office to develop three Affirmative Action Initia-

tives for FY 1982. 1

These initiatives focused on providing assistance to

employees to improve their skills, including job

finding. 2

EPA stated in its plan that:

A multiyear approach could not have come at a better

time. In an era of budget trimming that is bound to have
long-lasting effects, it would have been most difficult, at

best, to set realistic one-year affirmative action goals. At
its worst, it could have been a foolish prospect to project

an annual negative goal during a year of work force shifts

and consolidation. As it stands, Region VII will absorb the

1 Linda Carson, Regional Administrator, letter to staff, Dec. 23,

1981.

2 Ibid., memo attached.

largest resource cuts of any region in EPA in FY
1981. . . .

Region VII expects to revise this edition of the multiyear

plan when work-year ceilings are known. . . Though
underrepresentation figures can be computed, ultimate

goals are not able to be projected. This document will

serve as a foundation for future planning, then, when
reliable work-year ceilings are projected. 3

EPA estimated no new hires in FY 1982, five in FY
1983, five in FY 1984, nine in FY 1985 and nine in

FY 1986. It noted that:

In the absence of much external hiring, internal job

redesign and upward mobility take on added significance

as a personnel management tool to reach affirmative

action goals. Unfortunately, a RIF would
cause. . .enough disruption through bumping and retreat

rights to make job redesign difficult. Nevertheless, internal

recruitment through upward mobility and job redesign

will remain an important strategy for eliminating underre-

presentation.4

EPA did present a barrier analysis stating that strict

hiring constraints affected efforts to attract profes-

sional engineers and administrators. It proposed

internal job redesign, use of upward mobility and co-

op recruiting as remedies but could set no mile-

stones. Noting a general lack of qualified candidates

for professional jobs, EPA proposed recruitment

efforts at women's colleges and schools with sub-

stantial enrollments of minorities or women. To
remedy the lack of a sufficient number of minority

s EPA, Region VII Affirmative Action Plan, Fiscal Year 1982

(Sept. 8, 1982) (hereafter cited as EPA multiyear plan).

« Ibid.
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and male candidates for clerical jobs it proposed

recruitment efforts at high schools and junior col-

leges, reinstitution of the stay-in-school program and

efforts to attract such applicants through summer
employment opportunities. 5

The Federal Highway Administration noted, "Al-

though underrepresentation exists in all the most

populous occupations in the region, there are no

annual goals established because of the current

hiring freeze, and anticipated reduction in force."6

It proposed to hire a total of eight white women or

minority persons over the five year duration of the

plan. This would result in increases of less than one

percent in the utilization of persons from each ethnic

group (assuming these eight were the only new hires

and the number of white men remained constant). Its

analysis noted that most of the barriers to hiring

minorities or women were beyond its control. It

proposed to maintain linkages with colleges and

other sources that would yield candidates when the

hiring freeze is lifted and proposed to assign non-

technical duties to lower level employees when
possible. 7

HUD stated:

Our ultimate goal is for HUD's work force to reflect the

representation of each minority/sex group in the appropri-

ate local. . .labor force. While staffing levels have not

been approved for the coming fiscal years, it is clear that

they will be considerably reduced from our present level.

Therefore it is impossible to predict, at this time, when our

ultimate goal will be achieved. 8

HUD did offer annual goals based on the profession-

al and local labor force estimates. It proposed to

increase the utilization of white female professionals

from 6 percent to 22 percent, and maintain the

current representation of all groups which already

exceeded the local labor force estimates. 9 In its

barrier analysis, HUD cited lack of opportunities at

entry levels, lack of recruitment from outside the

agency and lack of opportunity to train for higher

level responsibility. It proposed to establish at least

! Ibid.

• FHWA, Region VII, Affirmative Action Multiyear Plan, FY
1982 (Oct. 1, 1981) (hereafter cited as FHWA multiyear plan).

7 Ibid.

" HUD, Equal Employment Opportunity Plan, Affirmative

Action Multiyear Plan. FY 1982, Region VII (Feb. 12, 1982)

(hereafter cited as HUD multiyear plan).

• See Gerald F. Simpson, Regional Administrator, HUD, letter

to staff, June 21, 1982.
10 James E. Austin, memo to staff, June 25, 1982.

" HUD multiyear plan. Special examining units can be used by

one bridge position by the end of FY 1982, 10

advertise all vacancies through the "Special Examin-

ing Unit" thereby bypassing OPM lists and give

consideration and notice of this to target recruitment

sources, and provide rotational assignments to high-

er level positions. 11 HUD also proposed to establish

a supervisor development program involving at least

five persons by the end of FY 1982. 12 HUD
proposed, when released from the hiring freeze, to

recruit through individual ethnic groups outside the

agency for clerical employees. 13 HUD also pro-

posed to provide career counseling for clerical

employees to assess skill levels and help them plan

training for technical upgrading. 14

GSA provided long-term and annual goals in its

FY 1982 plan. 15 But a comment on the plan by a

Washington reviewer noted that the agency proba-

bly would not do very much hiring because of

instructions issued in its administrator's order A-76
regarding outside contracting. 16 However, assuming

hiring did occur, as planned, GSA's long term

proposal was to double the proportion of white

women professionals from 11.3 percent to 22.3

percent; reach 1.25 percent black females, from

none; retain its level of 2.8 percent black males; and

hire one person from any of the other ethnic groups

where none were currently employed as profession-

als.
17 In the administrative jobs, GSA proposed to

increase utilization of white women from 31.1 to

35.1 percent; retain its level of black men at 3.9

percent, black women at 5.3 percent, and other

ethnic groups at 5.0 percent. 18 For technical jobs,

GSA proposed to retain its ratio of 56.7 percent

white women, 3.8 percent black men, 5.4 percent

black women, 0.8 percent Hispanic men, 0.8 percent

Hispanic women, 2.5 percent Indian men and 0.4

percent Indian women. They proposed to hire one

person in any of the other underrepresented ethnic

groups. For clerical jobs, GSA proposed to retain its

levels of 72.2 percent white women, 10.9 percent

black women, 0.4 percent Hispanic men, 1.5 percent

agencies to bypass OPM registers. These establish independent

lists of applicants for specified jobs.

1J James E. Austin, memo to staff, June 25, 1982.

13 HUD multiyear plan.

" James E. Austin, memo to staff, June 25, 1982.

15 GSA, Region VII, Affirmative Action Plan. FY 1982 (Sept. 8,

1981) (hereafter cited as GSA multiyear plan).

Grant B. Williams, Director of Civil Rights, memo to

Regional Administrator, Oct. 7, 1981.

" GSA multiyear plan.

'• Ibid.
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Hispanic women, 2.3 percent Indian women, 3.1

percent black men, and 0.2 percent Asian men. They
proposed to hire one person in any of the other

underrepresented ethnic groups. Based on proposed

A-76 contracting, GSA only proposed to hire one

white woman in the other category. Lack of

vacancies, hiring freeze, absence of internal candi-

dates, absence of candidates on OPM registers, and

proposed A-76 contracting are cited as barriers in

the various categories of workers where underutili-

zation has been identified. But most of these are

stated to be beyond the control of GSA. The only

tangible commitments are that "If vacancies occur,

consideration will be given to selecting one of the

underrepresented groups," and restructuring efforts

to allow upward mobility or lower grade entry.
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Chapter 6

Perspectives on the Federal Affirmative

Action Effort

To gain perspective on the Federal affirmative

action effort, the Advisory Committees' staff inter-

viewed officials responsible for preparing agencies'

affirmative action plans and representatives of

groups of Federal employees.

There was general agreement that the new proce-

dures were an improvement over the old, although

the reasons varied. Dr. Joseph Estrada, EEO Offi-

cer, Office of the Regional Director of the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, stated that

under the Civil Service Commission there had been

too many formats. 1 Karen Whyte, EEO Officer,

U.S. Department of Labor, agreed, stating that the

instructions requiring a rational, factual data base

made sense. 2 Esther Gonzalez, Regional Civil

Rights and EO Manager of the Social Security

Administration, agreed that the EEOC guidelines

provided a clear formula for calculations and re-

quired numeric goals rather than rhetoric. But she

was concerned that hiring constraints and the switch

from national to area civilian labor force statistics

might limit goals and make future changes unlikely. 3

John Schuster, Acting Director, Civil Rights, of the

Environmental Protection Agency thought the new

1 Joseph Estrada, EEO Officer, Office of the Regional Director,

Department of Health and Human Services, interview in Kansas

City, Missouri, Feb. 23, 1982 (hereafter cited as HHS/ORD
interview).

' Karen Whyte, EEO Officer, U.S. Department of Labor,

interview in Kansas City, Missouri, Feb. 25. 1982 (hereafter cited

as DOL interview).

' Esther Gonzalez, Regional Civil Rights and EO Manager,

Social Security Administration, interview in Kansas City, Missou-

ri, Feb. 25, 1982 (hereafter cited as SSA/RO interview).

' John Schuster, Acting Director, Civil Rights, EPA, interview

scheme had the advantage of enabling agencies to

look at long term trends. 4 Betty Cantrell, Assistant

Director for Management and Equal Opportunity

Officer, Mid-America Program Service Center, So-

cial Security Administration, stated that with that

agency's high turnover rate it helped to have

definitive plans that could be kept in mind when

hiring. 5 Lucius Long, Equal Opportunity Coordina-

tor of the General Services Administration, stated

that "As long as you keep the semblance of the plan

it does some good."6

Two Federal officials thought the new guidelines

were not helpful. Dennis G. Prouty of HCFA stated

that in the transition year the goals set by his agency

were unrealistic because they were based on national

statistics. He thought the shift to local data to be

used in the multiyear plan would make the goals

more realistic. 7 Jim Austin, a personnel officer at

the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment, stated that HUD had shown its commitment

by doubling the proportion of minorities it employed

in a five or six year period and commented "If you

in Kansas City, Missouri, Feb. 25, 1982 (hereafter cited as EPA
interview).
5 Betty Cantrell, Assistant Director of Management and Equal

Opportunity Officer, Mid-America Program Service Center,

Social Security Administration, interview in Kansas City, Missou-

ri, Mar. 1, 1982 (hereafter cited as MAPSC interview).

" Lucius Long, Equal Opportunity Coordinator of the General

Services Administration, interview in Kansas City, Missouri, Mar.

3, 1982 (hereafter cited as GSA interview).

' Dennis Prouty, HCFA, interview in Kansas, Feb. 26, 1982

(hereafter cited as HCFA interview).
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have a commitment then the paper didn't improve

anything." 8 He added that "If you are not hiring

anyone, it the plan— doesn't help." The only

opportunities for affirmative action, he said, were in

hiring of which they were doing none or career

ladders which they had. 9

The Advisory Committees asked whether the

planning had been helpful in promoting affirmative

action. Most agencies commented that the job

freezes had vitiated many of the potential benefits of

the plans. EPA staff stated that the freezes would

eliminate what momentum affirmative action plan-

ning had generated. 10 MAPSC staff stated that

when the freeze came there was not much one could

do, but that plans did provide a concrete basis for

deciding what should be done rather than relying on

guesswork." HCFA staff commented that the plan

did increase awareness of the problems and resulted

in procedural changes that would promote equal

opportunity although the freeze frustrated hiring

efforts. 12 Dr. Estrada of the Office of the Regional

Director of HHS commented that "Anything we
can do for affirmative action is a help," noting that

requiring agencies to examine their statistics forced

them to collect the necessary data. As a result of the

plan HHS worked to increase the number of women
it hired, got them into mid-level positions and

developed bridge positions. 13

The Advisory Committees thought that the com-

mitment of agencies' top management would be

essential to effective affirmative action. Agency
EEO officers generally thought there was such a

commitment. 14 Some spoke of the personal commit-

ment of the chief executive officer. 15 Others spoke

of specific actions taken by their chief executive. 16

Commenting on the attitudes of her agency's senior

managers, generally, the EEO officer at the Depart-

ment of Labor stated that 70 percent of the managers

there are truly committed, citing improvements in

• Jim Austin, interview in Kansas City, Mar. 1, 1982 (hereafter

cited as HUD interview).

• Ibid.

10 EPA interview
11 MAPSC interview.
12 HCFA interview.

" HHS/ORD interview.
14 To some extent, of course, answers were constrained by the

fact that the EEO officers represented the agencies.
16 HHS/ORD interview; William Massey, Director, Civil

Rights, Federal Aviation Administration, interview in Kansas

City, Mo., Feb. 19, 1982 (hereafter cited as FAA interview); GSA
interview.

'• EPA interview; HUD interview; Vincent Shields, Director,

Civil Rights, Federal Highway Administration, interview in

utilization statistics or recruitment efforts. 17 HUD's
senior staff were also said to be committed. 18

Although they have just been implemented, inclu-

sion of affirmative action as a critical job element in

performance evaluation standards that are negotiat-

ed by the administrators with their superiors but

then become the basis for review of the administra-

tor seemed a potential test of present or future

commitment. Most agencies did make plan fulfill-

ment either a critical job element (meaning the

administrator was liable to be demoted or dismissed

if he/she failed to achieve goals or an acceptable

level of effort) or part of a critical job element for

the chief executive officer and supervisory person-

nel. 19 In some cases, however, while plan accom-

plishment had been a critical job element in FY 1981

it was not in FY 1982. 20 In at least one case the plan

accomplishment is merely one of a series of items in

a broad purpose category, such as one which

requires adequate utilization of human resources. 21

In another case it is not clear whether the provisions

of the critical job element have been enforced. 22

The exact level of commitment of supervisory

staff to affirmative action varied from agency to

agency. The supervisors at MAPSC and FHWA
seem to accept the policy. 23 EPA's EO officer

stated the response was mixed—some of the cynical

seem relieved "the pressure is off and are slipping

back into "unacceptable behavior," some are unin-

formed and do not understand equal opportunity. 24

DOL's equal opportunity officer reported that 70-75

percent of its supervisors are committed and about

60 percent are morally committed. She was pleasant-

ly surprised that, when the heat was taken off,

supervisors remained committed. 25 HCFA staff

noted that responses varied but that the requirement

for commitment remains. 26 HUD's personnel officer

noted that about 90 percent are committed. He
stated that there are still some "old-time" supervi-

Kansas City, Feb. 19, 1982 (hereafter cited as FHWA interview);

HCFA interview.

17 DOL interview.

'" HUD interview.

'• EPA interview, DOL interview, SSA/RO interview, MAPSC
interview, HUD interview, FHWA interview, FAA interview.

20 SSA/RO interview, HCFA interview.

" EPA interview.

" HHS/ORD.
" MAPSC interview, FHWA interview.

" EPA interview.

25 DOL interview.

'• HCFA interview.
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sors who are not totally committed but that these

pose no problem for implementation. 27 Social

Security's equal opportunity officer stated that its

accomplishments speak for themselves, they have

only one Hispanic and few black males above grade

GS-11. 28 GSA's equal opportunity officer stated:

"We have a forward looking set of supervisors. We
had a lot more push from the administration in the

past." There had been civil rights statements from all

of the agency's administrators except the current

one. GSA's officer commented, "The working

people and supervisors notice this—they will think

the program is not as vibrant as it should be." He
mentioned he is not getting the same level of

cooperation he got in the past. 29

Although equal opportunity officers thought job

freezes and firings that have occurred in the last few

years had made accomplishment of affirmative

action more difficult, the Advisory Committees

wanted to know the actual effects of the freezes and

budget cuts.

The General Accounting Office reported that

freezes appeared to have no effect on affirmative

action employment programs. It stated that:

Total Federal statistics provided by OPM show that

during the four hiring freezes, the percentage of minorities

and women in the work force continued to increase and
the percentage of white males decreased. OMB, OPM, and
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission officials

could not show why improvement in representation

generally continued during the four hiring freezes. How-
ever, during the last Carter freeze, a joint letter dated May
10, 1980, from the heads of OMB, OPM, and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, directed agencies

to convert their numerical affirmative hiring goals to

percentages and to continue emphasizing affirmative ac-

tion programs. This could help explain why, while fewer

people were hired during the third Carter freeze, the

percentages of women and minorities in the work force

increased.

While some agency officials stated that the freezes affected

their ability to meet affirmative action goals, they were
unable to show that freezes unfairly affected women and
minorities. They noted other factors which may have also

affected achieving these goals, such as high attrition rates

in the positions occupied by minorities and a lack of

minority candidates in technical fields. 30

The agencies in Region VII disagreed. EPA staff

alleged the freezes had a severe impact by eliminat-

ing upward mobility and thereby eliminating the

flexibility that made change possible. 31 HHS staff

alleged that under the freeze they had done no

external hiring since January 1981, could not recruit

from the outside or use career ladders because there

had been no promotion opportunities. 32 The Depart-

ment of Labor's equal opportunity officer noted that

while she monitors employment, promotions,

awards and training, since there was no money there

was nothing to monitor. 33 FAA staff noted that its

inability to use the cooperative training program any

longer or staff positions at lower levels would make
recruitment of hard to reach groups more difficult or

impossible. 34 HUD had used a special examining

unit to attract people from groups who were

eliminated from the normal selection process but had

been unable to do so recently since there were no

hires. HUD staff noted that of 10 positions staffed

through this unit, eight had been either minorities or

women and the remaining two were disabled veter-

ans. 35

GSA staff thought they had made progress,

despite freezes. They noted that as a result of the

transition year plan, and their analysis of many more

occupations than required, the personnel office had

established a monitoring system. This made it possi-

ble to notify hiring officers that the job category in

which they wished to hire was deficient in utiliza-

tion of particular groups and that the personnel

office could provide additional recruitment help to

remedy the underutilization. The personnel office

also called attention to the individuals from the

deficient categories in the referrals list from which

selection would be made. 36

Given the inability that most agencies reported to

achieve numeric goals, the Advisory Committees

wondered what Federal officials thought should be

the standard for judging plan accomplishment. Four

noted that there remain many areas such as promo-

" HUD interview.
M SSA/RO interview.
n GSA interview.

*• Comptroller-General, Recent Government-wide Hiring Freezes

Prove Ineffective in Managing Federal Employment (March 10,

1982), FPCD-82-21), p. 22.

EPA interview.

™ HHS/ORD interview.

33 DOL interview.

34 FAA interview.

35 HUD interview.

3" Helen Robinson, GSA Personnel, telephone interview, July 7,

1982.
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tion, training, separations that are subject to numeric

review. 37 One thought past successes and the

limited current changes could still be taken into

account. 38

The Advisory Committees sought to determine

what data were available to agency affirmative

action officers to use in monitoring plan implementa-

tion. Five reported receiving some printout data

showing current employment. 39 Two monitored

other items such as promotions, assignments, train-

ing or awards. 40 Two also monitored applicant flow

when there were jobs to fill.
41

By late 1981, some Federal agencies, including the

U.S. Department of Justice, were refusing to partici-

pate in the multiyear plan. The Advisory Commit-

tees sought to determine whether this example had

an adverse affect on the posture of other agencies

regarding compliance. There was no evidence this

lead was followed. 42

In general, agencies were satisfied with their

existing affirmative action efforts, except to the

extent that job freezes and budget cuts required an

end to further efforts. Some even pointed to changes

they had undertaken despite the curtailment of

opportunity. 43

There are few groups of Federal employees, other

than the various unions, to contact for perceptions of

the effectiveness of the Federal affirmative action

effort. The Advisory Committees' staff did talk to

representatives of the Federal Women's Program

Coordinators and Hispanic Program Coordinators.

A representative of the Federal Women's Program

Coordinators stated that so far as her own agency

was concerned, the Federal Women's Program is

not alive, although there are program representa-

tives. But she also was unsure that these programs

were any longer necessary for women, although

they might remain necessary for minorities. She

thought it was time women took responsibility for

getting their own training and making applications

for better jobs. Where there were career ladders and

nontechnical opportunities as in the Social Security

Administration, women could do well. However,

she noted that opportunities such as those in her

" MAPSC interview, HHS/ORD interview, DOL interview,

HCFA interview.
38 HUD interview.
" FAA interview, HHS/ORD interview HCFA interview,

HUD interview, FHWA interview.
40 MAPSC interview, FHWA interview.
" HHS/ORD interview, HUD interview.
" HHS/ORD interview, DOL interview, HCFA interview,

HUD interview.

agency were probably the exception rather than the

rule. 44

The chairperson of the Hispanic Program Coordi-

nators noted that the Hispanic coordinators have not

officially discussed Federal affirmative action and

FEORP, because their job is to encourage agency

actions rather than criticize. She noted it is often

hard to assess accomplishments because of the job

freezes, RIFs and the very low availability percent-

ages for some groups in some job categories. She

opposed setting impossible goals. She suggested that

direct hire procedures as opposed to the traditional

list systems would make it easier to reach minorities;

that recruiting be done nationwide, that areas with

concentrations of particular groups recruit them and

then disperse the new recruits throughout the

country; that agencies maintain recruitment links

with minority and women's groups so that they can

be used when the hiring freeze ends. 45

In general, then, the affirmative action programs

appeared remarkably alive, considering the current

posture of the Federal Government and the state-

ments of some senior officials in Washington. But

while to internal and external observers the pro-

grams now appeared healthy, there was no evidence

this would continue indefinitely into the future.

These observers feel past and present successes

could easily be eroded in the face of current and

future neglect.

In December 1980, the General Accounting Of-

fice published its only review to date of the new

system of promoting affirmative action, noting a

variety of problems:

—Civilian labor force estimates were inappropriate bases

for measuring specific occupations, even where these

estimates were appropriate the requirement contained in

the transition year instructions that the higher of national

or local CLF data be used resulted in unreasonable

determinations.

—Such elements as "the impact which external and

internal availability of women and minorities will have on

the goalsetting process and the time frames established for

achieving the hiring goals and eliminating underrepresen-

tation" were omitted. The formulas provided might result

in requirements that they seek a higher proportion of

" HHS/ORD interview, GSA interview.

" Paula Harrison, interview in Kansas City, Feb. 25, 1982; and

letter to staff, June 28, 1982.

45 Rose Vest, Chairperson, Hispanic Program Coordinators,

interview in Kansas City, Mar. 1, 1982.
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minorities and women in future hiring than would be —The failure to set long-range timeframes might make it

available in the normal recruitment area. difficult to evaluate effective compliance. 46

Most of these concerns were addressed by EEOC in

—Internal sources (people who could be promoted) were
its mu itjyear pian requirement and thus are no

considerably smaller than EEOC believed them to be.
longer applicable.

- The Comptroller General of the United States, Achieving

Representation ofMinorities and Women in the Federal Work Force

(FPCD 81-5, Dec. 3, 1980), pp. 11-17.
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Chapter 7

The Monitoring Process

Under the Carter administration, primary respon-

sibility for monitoring Federal affirmative action

efforts was transferred from OPM to EEOC. At

about the time of the transition, 13 Advisory

Committees to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

held factfinding meetings to determine what was

planned. The then director of EEOC's nationwide

Federal affirmative action efforts, Alfredo Mat-

thews, described to the New Jersey Advisory

Committee what his agency thought it had accom-

plished in drafting the transition year instructions

issued to the Federal agencies. He asserted the new

planning process would be more objective so that

results could be measured at the end of that process.

To complaints that, "You should be interested only

in results, not process" he responded that since

EEOC would hold all agencies responsible for

implementation and monitoring, agencies needed to

use uniform procedures. 1 He contended that it was

necessary to centralize responsibility for evaluation

in Washington to avoid regional variations in en-

forcement standards or methods. EEOC's ultimate

purpose was not to "drive agencies to the wall." It

"wanted some success with the process." 2

Seven or eight agencies' plans would be reviewed

for completeness and accuracy and they would be

the targets of compliance reviews. Mr. Matthews

believed pre-compliance review, contact with the

1 New Jersey Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights, Transcript of the Apr. 10-11, 1980 Factfinding

Meeting, Vol. I, p. 20.

2 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 32.

3 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 28.

agency, an on-site review and then monitoring of a

few agencies would constitute "a very powerful

message to the Federal sector."3 He promised that

the agencies would be able to generate less paper

when multiyear plans began in FY 198 1." (The

multiyear plans did not, in fact, begin until FY
1982.)5

Mr. Matthews cited EEOC's response to one

agency to show that the Federal community had

been put on notice that affirmative action require-

ments could not be ignored:

One of the agencies had sent us something they had on the

shelf and sent it to us thinking they would impress us with

the magnitude of the thing that they sent and they sent it

on February 1 and forced me to sign for the material. We
opened the box and found all policy statements that had

been issued since 1974. We found very serious deficiencies.

We put the box together again and shipped it back to that

agency. That really sent a shock to that agency and the

message was carried elsewhere. 6

What was done, at least in Region VII, by EEOC
to monitor compliance with planning instructions

was far more limited than Mr. Matthews suggested it

would be. The Federal Affirmative Action Officer

for Region VII told staff that during FY 1980

EEOC limited its activities to providing technical

assistance. 7 Although nationwide, EEOC had tar-

geted the Veterans Administration; Postal Service;

Federal Communications Commission; and the De-

« Ibid., Vol. I, p. 29.

5 EEOC, Management Directive 707, Jan. 23, 1981, p. 111-30.

« Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 47-48.

' Wanda Dorsey, Unit Chief, Federal Affirmative Action

Program, EEOC, interview in St. Louis, Oct. 23, 1981.
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partments of Health, Education and Welfare; Interi-

or; Navy and Commerce; the Region VII officer

was instructed to limit her efforts primarily to the

Postal Service and Veterans Administration. 8 For

units of these agencies, she provided technical

assistance on plan development, implementation of

procedural alternatives, establishment of career de-

velopment pyramids and development of new or

expanded upward mobility opportunities. 9 The
Region VII affirmative action unit of EEOC "re-

viewed FY 1980 plans and maintained appropriate

interface with the agency as needed to monitor

program implementation." 10 The transition year was

supposed to end in October 1980 but actually carried

over until October 1981 (the end of FY 1981). In the

second transition year, the Region VII office fo-

cused on "plan implementation within the Veterans

Administration and plan development within the

Postal Service." 11 The office reviewed 10 Veterans

Administration medical centers' plans and accom-

plishment reports and provided technical assistance

on multiyear planning. In addition the office re-

ceived, but apparently did not review, 23 Postal

Service Management Section Centers' plans. 12 In

addition, on-site technical assistance visits were

made to Federal agencies in Kansas City, Omaha
and Des Moines. 13 Commenting on her efforts as of

August 1981, the Region VII Affirmative Action

Officer ofEEOC stated:

The "transition period" has been both a challenging and
learning experience for the agencies and the EEOC.
Agencies, in most instances, found it necessary to revamp
and upgrade their computerized data files and record

keeping systems, establish new and closer ties between
EEO and personnel staffs, revise and upgrade upward
mobility and targeted recruitment programs and establish

new levels of affirmative action accountability for their

managers and supervisors. We feel that we have made
considerable progress in educating agencies on the necessi-

ty for affirmative action to become a critical part of their

personnel budget and management planning. The multi-

• Wanda Dorsey, letter to staff, Aug. 24, 1981.

» Ibid.

10 Ibid.

" Ibid.

" Such data was requested on Apr. 28, 1982 and not provided.
11 Wanda Dorsey, letter to staff, Aug. 24, 1981.
14 Ibid.; Ms. Dorsey also said "Emphasis has also been put on the

Handicap program. Although the major thrust of this program is

directed from the Office of Government Employment in the

Washington headquarters, on-site program reviews are scheduled

for August and September at various selected agencies and their

installations in the field. FY 82 projections include compli-

ance/program reviews in both 717 and 501 program areas. The

year planning concept should have a significant impact on
the reduction of minority and female underrepresentation.

It will allow agencies to annually target specific objectives

on a priority basis, allowing them to devote time and

resources in ways that achieve gains which are durable;

both lasting and comprehensive. Each year's objectives

can be achieved, and subsequent years can build upon the

previous year's gains. 14

But at the times of her visits to the Federal Aviation

Administration and the National Weather Service

Kansas City facilities in 1981, neither had any

plans. 15 She noted that most agencies in the region

had been unprepared to implement EEOC's guide-

lines. While EEOC wanted agencies to look at their

whole personnel systems, most agencies' plans dealt

only with recruitment. 16 Most blamed their failure

to recruit on OPM or the absence of suitable

applicants. Since most of the plan content was

tabular, only the barrier analysis was really suscepti-

ble to qualitative review."

EEOC did not provide any actual reviews it had

conducted on agencies in Region VII. Indeed,

beginning in January 1981, the one person in

EEOC's Federal Affirmative Action Unit for Re-

gion VII ceased reporting to headquarters and

instead reported to the Director of the St. Louis

District Office or his delegate who issues instruc-

tions for her activities based on instructions sent

from Washington. 18

At the time of the March 1980 Missouri Advisory

Committee factfinding meeting, OPM regional of-

fices still had primary responsibility for implementa-

tion of the Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment

Program and had only recently transferred responsi-

bility for Federal affirmative action efforts to

EEOC. 19

In his March 20, 1980 statement, OPM's regional

director, Gerald Hinch, stated his remaining authori-

ty to review Federal agency affirmative action

specific strategy for these reviews have not been finalized.

Targeting of specific agencies will probably be maintained.

Budgetary constraints will probably limit travel within the region.

This may not adversely impact this region since the majority of

the larger Federal installations are in Missouri (St. Louis and

Kansas City)."
15 Wanda Dorsey, interview in St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 23, 1981.

'" Ibid.

" Ibid.

'» Ibid.

" Subsequently, however, beginning in January 1982, responsi-

bility for monitoring FEORP was transferred from the regions to

OPM headquarters; OPM News, Dec. 23, 1981.
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efforts was the Civil Service Reform Act, Sec. 310. 20

He noted that during the preceding 12 months his

staff had reviewed the affirmative action efforts of

20 agencies, 21 that when a deficiency was noted, it

was spelled out in an evaluation report, actions

necessary to correct the deficiency to meet the

requirements of Federal law or regulation were

indicated and a timeframe for action was provided.

Among the deficiencies OPM had noted in its

reviews were underrepresentation, lack of targeted

recruitment program, inadequate program evalu-

ation, minimal involvement in the affirmative action

process by managers and supervisors, inactive or

low recognition of the Federal Women's Program or

Hispanic Employment Program, inadequate docu-

mentation to support Quality Step Increases, failure

to document the duties of EEO personnel, ineffec-

20 Gerald K, Hinch, letter to staff, Mar. 25, 1980.
21 Ibid., p. 11.

22 Ibid, pp. 12-14. Mr. Hinch reviewed for the Advisory

Committee nine investigations conducted by his office. In a

review of the St. Louis office of IRS, he stated OPM performed

an extended EEO assessment. He stated that the agency,

subsequently, had used OPM's work and additional efforts of its

own to prepare an affirmative action plan. Mr. Hinch reported

that individual "visitations" were made with the regional offices

of HEW and GSA and the IRS Service Center in Kansas City to

discuss Veterans' Employment Program and Selective Placement

Program initiatives. He reported that all three subsequently used

these authorities to reach minorities or women who could not

have been reached through the register process. He reported the

Omaha office of the Corps of Engineers requested and was
provided a copy of OPM's FEORP plan so that it could be a

model for Corps efforts but at the time of his statement no change
could be reported. Mr. Hinch reported his staff met with the

equal employment opportunity committee of the Troop Support
and Aviation Material Readiness Command—St. Louis to discuss

methods to improve the internal structure needed to reach EEO
goals. OPM staff also reported meeting with Corps of Engineers
staff in Kansas City to "help them restructure their EEO
organization to achieve pre-established goals." It provided a

seminar on FEORP for the Kansas City managers of GSA's
public building service. OPM reported that as a result of
deficiencies noted in a review of the Air Force Plant Representa-

tive Office—St. Louis, it provided a list of minority contacts,

procedural information regarding special employment programs,
a seminar on job and promotion application procedures and
assistance in establishing contact with the State Employment
Service, Veterans Administration and local rehabilitation agen-

cies. (Ibid, pp. 15-16.)
23 During FY 1981 the regional office monitoring of FEORP
programs involved reviews of the plans at seven Federal facilities

(including a self-analysis of the regional effort). OPM stated:

In each of the reviews (all of which were on-site) there were
instances in which this office identified non-compliance with
various provisions of requirements of Part 720. Once the

weakness in the plan was identified, our office staff provided

technical assistance and advice on plan and program modifi-

cations to assist the agencies in more effectively carrying out

their programs. Our review was complete when we felt the

agency had complied with major provisions of Part 720.

tiveness of key EEO officials. 22 Similar findings

were made in FY 198 1.
23

As of April 1981, the regional director of OPM
noted:

the role of the Office of Personnel Management has

changed from one of enforcement to that of monitoring,

evaluating and providing technical assistance concerning

FEORP plans. Field installations are not required to

submit such plans to OPM, but are expected to have them
available for review upon request. To assure compliance
with this requirement, we have requested Federal agencies

to certify to us that they have developed a FEORP plan or

are covered by a national agency plan."

He submitted a long list of technical assistance

activities conducted in Region VII in support of

FEORP. 25

(Gerald K. Hinch, Memorandum to Michael R. Frost,

"Monitoring and Evaluation of Agency FEORP Plans—FY
81," Dec. 21, 1981.)

In addition, OPM reported that its Agency Compliance and
Evaluation unit, which conducts routine personnel management
evaluations covering the whole spectrum of Federal personnel

service requirements, reviewed FEORP plans as a part of its

Personnel Management Evaluations. Such reports covered 10

additional Federal facilities. Although these reviews were com-
pletely under the control of the Agency Compliance and

Evaluation unit, that group consulted with the Affirmative

Employment Program officials prior to and during each review.

(Ibid.)

24 Gerald Hinch, letter to staff, Apr. 30, 1981.
25 Gerald K. Hinch, memorandum to Michael R. Frost, Dec. 21,

1981; These were:

Technical Assistance Visits

FEORP—29 agency visits

FWP—27 agency visits

HEP— 12 agency visits

Selective Placement— 14 agency visits

Interagency Training

FEORP—9 courses reaching 835 participants

FWP—4 courses reaching 350 participants

Selecting Placement—22 briefings reaching 200 participants

HEP—2 briefings reaching 63 participants

Consulting/Special Projects

Community Organizations Visited— 10

Interagency Briefings Conducted (FEB)— 18

Planned St. Louis Women's Career Convention—300 partici-

pants

Developed and conducted 2-day course—Sexual Harassment

Issued 3 regional letters re: FEORP

Outreach Activities

3 College Career Days
5 High School and Community Job Fairs

Local Radio Station Interview—FEORP Clearinghouse

Speaker and Co-sponsorer of National IMAGE Women's
Conference

Panelist: ASPA Women in Public Sector
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The regional office, based on its work, comment-

ed that:

1) There is a need for clear and current FPM (Federal

Personnel Management) guidelines clarifying the relation-

ship between FEORP and AEP (Affirmative Employment

Plan) programs. This need comes out of the many changes

communicated in EEOC guidances and directives. Agen-

cies have shown a reluctance to aggressively pursue

FEORP objectives in the absence of clear, current and

comprehensive FPM directives.

2) Although OPM has no legislatively-mandated enforce-

ment mechanism for FEORP, agencies would benefit from

clearly understanding OPM's monitoring and evaluation

role. 26

For FY 1982, regional offices were instructed to

give highest priority to monitoring and evaluation of

FEORP plans and their implementation." They

were directed to review the FEORP plans of at least

10 percent of Federal facilities in their region. OPM
headquarters instructed:

In those reviews particular attention should be directed

toward ensuring that

—

(1) internal recruitment and Upward Mobility are

being used where external recruitment is minimal;

(2) agencies are moving away from paperwork adher-

ence to FEORP requirements and toward institutional-

izing FEORP considerations as part of normal staffing

practices;

(3) special emphasis programs are involved in FEORP
and contributing to positive results and;

Missouri Governor's Committee on Employment of the

Handicapped (President)

Regional Council—Blacks in Government
St. Louis Partnership Committee IYDP Chairperson

Missouri Epilepsy Federation—Board of Directors

Sponsored HEP, FWP and EEO Awards Programs

Area Office Services

Our three (3) area offices have taken a very active role in

assisting agencies in meeting their FEORP objectives.

Following is a summary of the types of activities which our

AO's perform in support of FEORP:
Developed a FEORP referral file of prospective Hispanic

applicants for use by area agencies.

Published bi-weekly newsletter, "Noticiero," listing vacan-

cies in local Federal agencies. Distributed to HEPM's and

Hispanic organizations.

Conducts quarterly Workshops on Veterans Employment
and Selective Placement Programs.

Attend and participate in Black History Month Obser-

vance activities.

Conducts monthly briefings for FWP and HEP Councils.

(4) field components are receiving adequate instruc-

tions and support from agency headquarters. 28

In addition, FEORP reviews were to be a part of at

least three personnel management evaluations, 29

guidelines and assistance were given high priority to

ensure field agencies understood their central of-

fices' guidelines regarding disabled veterans pro-

grams, FEORP data submissions and special empha-

sis program management; training courses and inter-

agency activities were encouraged. However, OPM
gave individual agency technical assistance and

response to inquiries low priority because they were

not cost effective. OPM assigned consultation with

constituent groups to headquarters, although region-

al offices could continue such activities when this

could be done at low cost. 30 The Mid-Continent

Region proposed to implement these guidelines by

devoting one staff day of each personnel manage-

ment review to a review of the FEORP plans and

programs, selective placement programs and veter-

ans employment programs. 31

OPM headquarters stated that for fiscal year 1982

the budget for affirmative employment programs at

the Mid-Continent Region was $79,000 for salaries

and expenses. 32 This did not include training center

courses or funds expended in on-site monitoring and

evaluations conducted as a part of personnel man-

agement evaluations by the office's Agency Compli-

ance and Evaluation Unit. OPM stated that 2.9 staff

Serve as resource persons at 29 agency FEORP seminars

or workshops.

Sponsored Seminars for Native American officials and

coordinators.

The General Accounting Office reviewed OPM's administration

of FEORP as of June 1980. It noted that as of that time OPM had

yet to develop a plan for reviewing FEORP submissions. (The

Comptroller General, Achieving Representation of Minorities and

Women in the Federal Work Force (FPCD 81-5) (Dec. 3, 1980), p.

27.) OPM stated, in December 1980, that it thought it should

"focus on insuring maximum consistency and avoiding undue

workload demands on agencies." (Ibid., p. 36.)

M Ibid.

" A. Diane Graham, Assistant Director for Affirmative Em-
ployment Programs, OPM, letter to staff, May 27, 1982, "Affir-

mative Employment Program, FY 1982, Program Guidance."

" Ibid.

" Ibid.

30 Ibid.
31 A. Diane Graham, letter to staff,, May 27, 1982, "Mid-

Continent Region Affirmative Employment Program, FY 1982

Program Activity Delegation."

« A. Diane Graham, letter to staff, May 27, 1982.
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years had been allocated for the affirmative employ-

ment program function. 33 Although the one person

assigned full-time to affirmative employment pro-

grams during the first portion of FY 1982 was

reassigned as part of the realignment following

headquarters' assumption of primary responsibility

for this effort, OPM contended its investment in

FEORP actually increased in FY 1982, rising from

2.59 person years for the first three quarters of FY
1981 to 3.16 person years for the first three quarters

of FY 1982. The Regional Director of OPM stated

that in FY 1983 his office would exceed its head-

quarters' mandated target of reviewing at least 7

percent of all regional facilities' FEORP plans in on-

site reviews and would also exceed the mandate for

reviewing affirmative employment programs in at

least three personnel management evaluations. 34

At the time of his confirmation, the current

director of the Office of Personnel Management was

asked what role he saw for OPM in the Federal

affirmative action effort. Dr. Donald J. Devine

replied:

I am fully committed to following the law, precisely the

Garcia Amendment. . . .

I am committed to following the law, I think, however,

that we have engaged in the whole question of affirmative

action in a much too combative way. . .it was necessary

in a certain period of our history to go through use of

Government force to move from a totally unacceptable

racial situation in this country to a more humane and
balanced one. But I think that period is past. I think that

the opportunities before us are opportunities to develop a

truly harmonious system of racial relations in the United

States.

Force is necessary on occasion, but I don't think that is

what the United States is all about. The United States, as I

understand it, is about achieving free and unforced

integration.

. . .more methods of conciliation and arbitration should

be used, rather than direct Government directives.

. . .1 think. . .we have to let people know they are

welcome and that we want a harmonious integrated

society to really achieve the goals that our whole Western
tradition is about. 35

" Ibid.

" Gerald K. Hinch, letter to staff, Aug. 23, 1982.
35 Committee on Governmental Affairs, United States Senate,

Hearing be/ore the Committee on Governmental Affiars. . .on the

Nomination ofDonald J. Devine. . . (March 1 1, 1981), p. 26.

" Office of Personnel Management, press release, Dec. 23, 1981.

The Deputy Director of OPM, Loretta Cornelius,

made the following statement in connection with the

transfer of responsibility for FEORP from the

regional offices to OPM headquarters:

I feel very strongly that OPM's Affirmative Employment
programs are important. As a member of the President's

Task Force on Legal Equity for Women, I have a special

responsibility to ensure that these programs are organized

and managed in the best possible way.

OPM is one of the Federal agencies assigned a 16 percent

reduction in its fiscal 1982 budget. Obviously, such a

reduction must affect all OPM programs, including Affir-

mative Employment, both at the central office in Washing-

ton and in the agency's ten regions. 36

The agency stated that because of the budget

reductions, the affirmative employment program

activity of OPM would be concentrated in head-

quarters units. 37 The Deputy Director went on to

state:

The central office Affirmative Employment staff has been

exempted from any reductions. In OPM's regional offices,

we will not be able to offer as many affirmative employ-
ment services. But we do intend to carry out our major

affirmative employment obligations. And the newly cen-

tralized programs, headquartered in Washington, will

continue to operate special emphasis programs for veter-

ans; women; and Hispanic, disabled and minority employ-

ment, as well as continue to fulfill our responsibilities in

managing the Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment

Program. 38

The Deputy Director stated that she had conducted

extensive discussions with headquarters affirmative

employment staff, "and they are confident that OPM
can continue to carry out its important affirmative

employment responsibilities under this revised sys-

tem of organizations, and within our reduced bud-

get."39 Neither the Deputy Director nor her staff

specified how this would be done. But the regional

office stated that its resources committed to affirma-

tive action monitoring would, in fact, increase

despite the reorganization. 40

The Advisory Committees did ask the agencies

about the availability of technical assistance from

EEOC and OPM and the extent of evaluation they

provided. GSA and HUD did report they had

" Ibid.

»• Ibid.

" Ibid.

40 Gerald K. Hinch, letter to staff, Aug. 23, 1982.
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received considerable technical assistance from

EEOC and OPM. 41 The remaining agencies con-

sulted by the Advisory Committees reported they

had received either only routine assistance (such as

answers to telephone inquiries on technical points)

or none. 42 HUD reported its plan had been

reviewed by OPM as part of a planned review of

personnel practices and DOL reported an OPM
41 HUD interview, GSA interview.

" HHS/ORD interview, DOL interview, SSA/RO interview,

FAA interview.

review of OSHA did include EEO and handicap

issues. 43 Some agencies reported they had received

requests for their accomplishment reports. 44 Depart-

ment of Labor reported its headquarters told it to

forward all EEOC requests for evaluative materials

to headquarters. 45 Other agencies had received no

requests for information or reviews.

43 HUD interview, DOL interview.

" MAPSC interview, SSA/RO interview.
45 DOL interview.
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Chapter 8

Personnel Cuts and Affirmative Action

Everyone interviewed agreed that hiring freezes

and staffing reductions made accomplishment of

affirmative action more difficult. But the effect of

actual firings (separations in Federal jargon) remain

uncertain. The whole process is called a reduction in

force (RIF). The following description simplifies

and generalizes the process; for every statement

there are exceptions.

In the Federal system positions are abolished.

However, the person in the abolished post may not

be fired. Who is fired depends on such factors as

whether the person in the position is a career

employee, a career-conditional employee (that is one

with less than three years of "creditable" service), or

a veteran. Veterans have top priority, career em-

ployees who are not veterans have next, and career-

conditional employees have fewest retention rights

in Federal employment. In addition, within each

category account is taken of years of service, into

which can be factored some additional credits based

on superior performance appraisals expressed as

additional years of service that are nominally credit-

ed to the worker. Workers who are faced with loss

of their posts can "bump" other workers in similar

jobs or other jobs for which they are qualified if the

other workers have fewer claims based on these

factors. Career veterans can bump non-veterans,

workers with greater seniority can bump those with

less seniority and so on. The process of bumping

becomes a chain in which workers bump each other

1 OPM, Federal Personnel Manual, Ch. 35 1

.

2 Christine Carlson, Personnel Staffing Specialist, DOL, inter-

view in Kansas City, May 6, 1982.

until the last person can find no position in which

there is a lower status employee to bump. The last

person is the one actually separated from Federal

service.

Because Federal workers can retain their pay for

two years after bumping a lower ranked employee, 1

it is logical for workers to use their rights with the

sometimes peculiar consequences. The effect of the

whole process is to make difficult any precise

calculation, in advance, of the impact on utilization

caused by the abolition of certain positions, although

not impossible since bump rights can be calculated

from the RIF rosters that affected agencies are

supposed to develop.

In the Kansas City area, the Environmental

Protection Agency, Department of Health and

Human Services and Department of Labor bore the

brunt of the process of retrenching Federal employ-

ment during FY 1982. 2 Other agencies may have

experienced some retrenchment but not to the same

degree, and often involving only one or two persons

in remote installations. For example, the General

Services Administration (GSA) reported it had

separated a few people, but mainly in outstations

such as telephone switchboards or maintenance

facilities in smaller communities in the region where

there were no alternate agency facilities. 3

The national pattern of the effect of separations on

affirmative action has been partially documented by

the Federal Government Service Task Force,

3 Marvin Johnson, Regional Personnel Officer, GSA, telephone

interview, May 6, 1982.
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chaired by Congressman Michael Barnes of Mary-

land. Efforts by the Advisory Committees to obtain

a complete picture comparable to that of the task

force were frustrated by the inability of the Office of

Personnel Management to supply the data. Thus, our

review is limited to those agencies that had person-

nel facilities in the Kansas City area and could be

contacted to obtain relevant information.

Congressman Barnes' Task Force stated that the

data provided to it, namely, separations as of Oct. 1,

1981, showed that "minorities were RIFed at 1.5

times the rate of non-minorities, or simply stated, for

every two non-minority employees RIFed, three

minority employees were RIFed, downgrade or

lateral—for each three non-minority employees af-

fected by such action. . .actions of some kind

affected five women for every six men so affected." 4

Congressman Barnes also reported disparate separa-

tion rates based on occupation:

The difference between minority administrator RIFs and

non-minority administrator RIFs is striking. Minority

administrators were 3.2 times as likely to be RIFed as non-

minority administrators. They were also 3.4 times as likely

to be RIFed as minority clerks. It is also telling to note

that minority administrators experienced RIFs at a rate

that was 250 percent above the average rate of RIFs. 5

He further noted that "women administrators are 1.6

times as likely to be RIFed as men administrators

and 2.5 times as likely to be RIFed as women clerks.

Women experienced RIFs at a rate that was 123

percent above the average RIF rate."8 Moreover,

Congressman Barnes pointed out that minorities and

women in grades 12-14 were more likely to be

RIFed than were non-minorities or men. Thus, he

reports, minority employees in grades 12-14 were

2.7 times as likely to be separated as non-minorities.

Women in those grades were 2.5 times as likely to be

separated as men in those grades. 7

In October 1981 the Office of Personnel Manage-
ment (OPM) issued its operations letter 273-947,

beginning a study of the RIF process. It stated in an

attachment to the letter that it wanted to know
whether there were "dry runs to help determine

how alternative cutbacks would affect the agency's

4 Statement by Representative Michael D. Barnes, "Impact of

1981 RIFs on Minorities and Women and Updated RIF Projec-

tions for FY 1982," (Dec. 30, 1981), p. 2. Note that the Task
Force sometimes uses RIF as a synonym for separation. In this

report, except for direct quotes from the Task Force, RIFs
include downgrades and transfers.

< Ibid., p. 3.

• Ibid, p. 3.

mission or particular groups of employees such as

women, minorities, or those eligible for retirement."8

OPM also sought to determine whether the estab-

lishment of retention registers, procedures in imple-

menting the RIF, and use of discretion were applied

consistently. 9 OPM stated that where a RIF has not

yet begun it has the right to require corrective

action regarding the preparations. 10 The Advisory

Committees have been unable to determine whether

OPM has actually done so. Similarly, OPM did not

supply the Advisory Committees with copies of the

reports that were prepared based on the operations

letter and thus the Committees could not determine

the extent to which RIF procedures have had an

improperly adverse effect on minorities, women, the

handicapped or older workers.

The major RIFs in the Kansas City area, aside

from the close-down of the Community Services

Administration, have been at the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of La-

bor (DOL) and the Department of Health and

Human Services (HHS).

EPA reported they did not have much control

over the RIF system under the existing regulations.

There was little adverse impact because women and

minorities had enough seniority to be retained. In

fact, EPA pointed out, it had relatively few separa-

tions. Most of the people whose jobs were eliminat-

ed were converted to permanent part-time work. 11

As of January 1982, EPA data show that 30 jobs

were abolished of which 12 (40 percent) were held

by white men, 13 (43.4 percent) were held by white

women, one (3.3 percent) was held by a black man

and four (13.3 percent) were held by black women.

In addition, two part-time positions, both held by

white women, were abolished. Five white men and

three white women received alternate, permanent,

full-time positions. Two white men, 15 white wom-

en, two black men and two black women received

offers of part-time positions. 12 In the end, two white

men, two white women and one black woman

' Ibid., p. 3.

• Office of Personnel Management, OPM Operations Letter 273-

947 (Oct. 29, 1981), Attachment 1.

• Ibid.

10 Ibid., p. 2.

" Norma Edgerson, telephone interview, May 4, 1982.

u EPA, data supplied to USCCR, on file at CSRO.
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actually left the agency and did so rather than accept

permanent part-time positions. 13

EPA reported that, as of July 1981, 44.7 percent

of its personnel were white men, 42.7 percent were

white women, 3.4 percent were black men, 7.5

percent were black women. 14 While actual separa-

tions were few, overall, 34 percent of the 50

employees affected by the RIF were white men, 50

percent were white women, four percent were black

men and 12 percent were black women. 15 In short,

women, black and white, were disproportionately

affected. The figures were even more dramatic if the

proportions reduced from full to part-time work are

examined. Only 9.5 percent of those moved to part-

time work were white men, while 71.5 percent were

white women, 9.5 percent were black men and 9.5

percent were black women. 16

The Department of Labor abolished 46 positions

in Region VII, resulting in 37 actual separations. 17

The largest number of separations was in the

Employment and Training Administration (ETA).

Five of the 23 persons affected there retired on

voluntary retirements (four white male professionals

and one black female clerical). 18 Two white women
clericals were separated, one got a job with the

Department of Defense, the status of the other is

unknown. Six white women professionals were

separated. One took a private sector temporary job,

one obtained a temporary job with the Social

Security Administration (but this was expected to

become permanent), and one took a clerical perma-

nent position in the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration. One declined the offer of a clerical

position and retired. One was hired on a temporary

position that subsequently has been converted to

permanent with Department of the Army. The other

one's status was unknown. Two black male profes-

sionals were separated. One took a temporary job

with Drake University; there was no information on
the other and he was presumed to be unemployed. 19

One black woman professional took a job in the

private sector. One black woman clerical moved to a

permanent position at the Marine Corps Finance

Center. In short, of the 18 mandatory separations,

eight were of white women, five of white men, two

" Norma Edgerson, telephone interview, May 4, 1982 and John
J. Franke, Regional Administrator, letter to staff, July 9, 1982.

" EPA, Affirmative Action Program Plan. Fiscal Year 1982 (July

8, 1981).
15 Data supplied by EPA, on file at CSRO.
" Ibid.

" Christine Carlson, interview in Kansas City, May 6, 1982.

of black men and three of black women. In addition

eight people were reassigned, three white male

professionals, two black male professionals, one

white female professional, one black female profes-

sional and one white female clerical. Two white

male professionals, one white female professional

and one black male professional were demoted. In

short, 12 people beyond the actual number of

separations suffered in the RIF process. 20

Four people from the department's Labor Man-
agement Services Administration were involved in

RIFs. Two white men moved into the private

sector, one white female clerical moved to a tempo-

rary position at the Social Security Administration

(subsequently transferred to a permanent position

with FDIC) and one white male professional moved
to a temporary position. In the Office of the

Assistant Secretary all four persons involved in

RIFs were permanently placed in other Federal

agencies. 21 At the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration all six persons in the RIF were

offered positions, however, one white female de-

clined the offer of an equivalent position and was

separated. In addition, 13 persons were demoted (10

white men, two white women and one black female)

and seven were reassigned (five white men and one

Samoan male, and one white woman). At the

Employment Standards Administration two black

women professionals were demoted in the RIF
process. 22

Department of Labor's personnel office pointed

out that there was an almost even breakdown

between white men and others in position RIFs,

suggesting management did not purposely abolish

the jobs of women and minorities. But minorities and

women did suffer in the final separation process

because they came in later and/or lacked veteran

status. The personnel office noted that except for

people from the Employment and Training Admin-

istration (ETA), it had been successful in placing

people. ETA people came to Federal service with-

out extensive prior education/experience or their

backgrounds were primarily Federal/State govern-

ment or education. These people developed highly

specialized skills that are not currently in demand in

18 Ibid.

'• Ibid.

M Ibid.

31 Ibid.

M Ibid.
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the private sector. This fact, coupled with their high

grades, will make it difficult to find comparable

employment, although some have found jobs in the

private sector and most clericals were placed. 23

ETA statistics show that as of September 30, 1981,

45.2 percent of ETA Region VII employees were

white men, 23.8 percent were white women, 13.1

percent were black men and 13.1 percent were black

women. 24 However, 27.8 percent of those separated

were white men, 44.4 percent were white women,
16.7 percent were black men and 11.1 percent were

black women. The ratios for the race/sex of persons

in positions abolished are different, 47.8 percent of

positions abolished were held by white men, 13.0

percent were held by black men, 26.1 percent were

held by white women and 13.0 percent were held by

black women. 25

Part of the reason for the problem DOL (and

other agencies) are facing in placing separated

personnel is that there are no big defense agencies

who are hiring in town and most other agencies are

not hiring. 26 Personnel does not have plans for any

further RIFs, although some units are discussing

furloughs. Personnel noted that the individual units,

not personnel, determine what positions will be

abolished. 27

The Regional Personnel Office of the Department

of Health and Human Services (HHS) data show
that its RIFs had been concentrated in three units:

Office of the Regional Director (ORD), Office of

Human Development Services (OHDS) and the

Public Health Service (PHS). 28
It stated that the

RIF at the Office of Regional Director had been

dictated entirely from headquarters which specified

the positions to be abolished; there had been limited

local option in choosing positions to be abolished in

the other two offices. The regional personnel office

did not conduct an impact analysis by race/sex to

determine, prospectively, whether the RIF would
have a disparate impact on minorities or women.
There are no current plans for a further RIF.

Personnel noted that it had no control over the RIF
decisions and agency managers' discretion was
limited to choosing from among the people RIFed if

they had existing vacancies. The end result, how-

23 Ibid.

" Kenneth A. Mills, Acting Director, EEO, USDOL, letter to

Preston David, Nov. 30, 1981.
» Ibid.
M Christine Carlson, interview in Kansas City, May 6, 1982.
" Ibid.
M Data supplied by Regional Personnel Office, HHS, on file in

CSRO.

ever, would be largely controlled by who had

veterans preference. 29

The Regional Director of HHS commented that:

OPM and agencies conducting RIFs must process the RIF
within the Veteran's Preference Law and the RIF regula-

tions, once the organization and positions to be abolished

are decided upon. OPM is looking at some alternatives at

this time which would give more weight to performance
evaluations and seniority and attempt to minimize veter-

an's preference. These new proposals should be consid-

ered carefully for the possibility of a more negative effect

on minorities and/or women. 30

Unlike the other agencies reviewed, the rights of

HHS staff whose jobs are abolished to "bump"
others are limited. Clericals can bump clericals in

any agency or operating division of HHS. But

professionals can only bump other professionals in

their own agency or operating division and cannot

bump clericals. Thus, unlike other agencies, the

relevant comparative data are the work forces of the

individual units involved in RIFs. 31

The smallest RIF was in the Office of the

Regional Director, where four positions were abol-

ished, all professional. Two were held by white

women, one by an Hispanic man and one by a white

man. A black female was ultimately also affected.

The white man and one of the white women were

placed at jobs with the same or higher grade. The
other white woman and the black woman were

placed at lower grade jobs within HHS. The
Hispanic male was reassigned to ORD. Prior to the

RIF, 44.3 percent of this office's professional staff

were white men, 12.5 percent were black women,
1.1 percent were black men, 1.1 percent were

Hispanic women, 1.1 percent were Hispanic men
and 39.8 percent were white women.

In the Public Health Service, all the 25 people

involved in the RIF were professionals. Prior to the

RIF, white men constituted 56.7 percent of the

professonal work force of PHS, black men were 5.9

percent, Hispanic men were 0.5 percent, white

women were 30.0 percent, black women were 5.9

percent, Hispanic women were 0.5 percent and

Asian women were 0.5 percent. Of those affected by

the RIF, eight percent were black men, eight

" Richard H. Frohardt, Regional Personnel Officer, HHS,
interview in Kansas City, Missouri, May 11, 1982.

30 Al Kemp, letter to staff, July 1, 1982.

«' Ibid.
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percent were black women, four percent were white

men and 68 percent were white women. Twenty
percent of those placed at their former or a higher

grade (five people) in HHS were black men, 20

percent were black women and the balance were

white women. Of those who were downgraded in

the RIF (nine people), 11.1 percent were black men,

11.1 percent were white men and 55.6 percent were

white women. The two people who left Federal

service for the private sector were white women.

Nine people were separated—22.2 percent were

black women and 77.8 percent were white women.

The status of four is unknown; of the five others,

two women were employed by private industry, two

are unemployed and one is in the military.

Prior to the RIF, OHDS staff comprised 74

persons, 24.6 percent of whom were white women,
15.4 percent were black women, 3.1 percent were

Asian women, 3.1 percent were Asian men, 40

percent were white men, 10.8 percent were black

men, 1.5 percent were Hispanic men, 1.5 percent

were American Indian women. There were seven

white female and two black female clericals. One
white female clerical was involved in the RIF, she

retired. Of the 20 professional positions abolished,

half were held by white men, one-quarter were held

by white women, 15 percent by black women, five

percent by black men and five percent by Asian

men. Of those who got similar or better positions in

the RIF, 11.1 percent were black men, 66.7 percent

were white men and 22.3 percent were white

women. Of those who were downgraded or moved
to part-time work in the RIF, 5.6 percent were black

men, 16.7 percent were black women, 5.6 percent

were Asian women, 33.3 percent were white men
and 38.9 percent were white women. Two persons, a

black male and a white female were separated and

there is no information on their current employment
status.

In short, throughout Health and Human Services

operating divisions in Region VII, minorities and

women were likely to be the victims of RIFs to a

greater extent than they were represented in the

work force and were a larger proportion of those

who suffered downgrade or separation than they

were in the work force. HHS provided data on the

" Data supplied by HHS, Regional Personnel Office, on file at

CSRO.
u Marvin Johnson, Regional Personnel Officer, telephone

interview, May 6, 1982.

" Jim Austin, telephone interview. May 4, 1982.

handicapped status of people from HDS and ORD
involved in the RIF. Almost half of those who
obtained a similar or better position were handi-

capped. Less than a third of those who were

downgraded were handicapped.32

GSA reported it had not conducted a major RIF
in the Kansas City area, although there had been a

handful of separations in outlying stations where

there were no alternate positions. 33 Department of

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) reported

that although it was still above its FY 1982 person-

nel ceiling, it hoped attrition would be sufficient.

However, it made contingency plans for a RIF
based on what work must be done and what can be

eliminated. It had not projected who will go out, but

it did know what positions would be abolished.

HUD personnel noted there was nothing it could do

to protect individuals but it did not expect minorities

and women to be disproportionately affected by a

RIF because they are well distributed. 34 The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reported it

had not had a major RIF and had no plans for one,

although headquarters has warned one may be

necessary, depending on the final budget. Its Person-

nel Officer stated FAA could not predict in advance

the impact of a RIF on minorities and women, but

could assess the outcome at each stage of the

process. However, he felt that although most minor-

ities and women had been hired in the last ten years,

there would be no disastrous effect on their utiliza-

tion because they were well distributed throughout

the FAA work force. 35

Federal Highway Administration had not yet

experienced any RIF at the regional level and was

unsure whether any would occur. If one does occur,

they would follow the Federal Personnel Manual.

They expected to be able to predict the impact by

race and sex but doubted they could do anything

about any disparity because positions eliminated

would be based on the needs of the agency and there

is not too much transferability of skills. However,

they did not expect the effects would be dispropor-

tionate. 36

To summarize, it is apparent that both nationwide

and in Region VII the impact of the RIF process has

been felt, disproportionately, by minorities and

'* Keith Chrisenson, Personnel Officer, FAA, telephone inter-

view, May 12, 1982.

38 Carl Eschbacher, Personnel Officer, FHWA, telephone

interview, May 10, 1982.
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women. There is no evidence that Office of Person-

nel Management, which has the authority to ensure

that RIF plans minimize this impact, has made any

effort to prevent minorities and women assuming a

disproportionate share of the burden of Federal

service retrenchment. OPM, in commenting on a

draft of this report, stated:

These statements seem to be based on the erroneous

assumption that OPM took no action to ease the effect of

RIF on minorities and women. The changes necessary to

lessen the impact on minorities and women require

regulatory or statutory change. It was clearly impossible

to completely overhaul the RIF rules before the recent

personnel and budget reductions took effect.

The Administration is also committed to assisting individ-

uals who have been displaced through RIFs. Between
April 1981 and January 1982, over 2700 displaced employ-

ees were placed as a result of OPM's two major outplace-

ment efforts—the Interagency Placement Assistance Pro-

gram and the Displaced Employee Program. Agencies

have reported an additional 5200 successful placements.

" A. Diane Graham, letter to staff, July 9, 1982.

" Gerald K. Hinch, letter to staff, Aug. 23, 1982.

As I am sure you are aware, Director Devine is reviewing

the RIF procedures, and is likely to move in the direction

of giving greater weight to performance in a RIF situa-

tion. We are encouraged that several civil rights groups

have suggested this type of reform as an assistance to

minorities and women who might be involved in RIFs."

OPM provided no evidence of efforts it made to

ensure that its own regulations regarding efforts to

minimize the impact on minorities and women were

implemented. Nor did it provide any evidence to

contradict the disparate final impact of RIFs on

minorities and women or any indication that the new
rules would reduce these in the future. The regional

office reported that it had placed 124 people who
had been separated and had made 459 referrals to

Federal, State and local government or private

sector employees. 38 Like its headquarters, the

regional office insisted that further efforts would

require new regulations.39

39 Ibid.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

In 1981, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

published a report, Who Is Guarding the Guardians?

that focused on the failure of police forces to police

their own conduct. The same question needs to be

asked about the Federal Government itself in its

employment practices.

The history of Federal employment practices

contains examples of discrimination against minori-

ties and women that match any in the private sector.

The history of Federal efforts to assure a merit-

based, representative bureaucracy appear weak by

comparison to the extent of past wrongs. After many
years, the Federal Government finally, in 1980,

decided to impose on itself the same kinds of

requirements for affirmative action planning it had

imposed on the private sector. Quantitative plans,

specific timeframes and objectives whose accom-

plishments could be measured had been sought by

the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights for many
years. Finally, as required by statute, the Office of

Personnel Management required Federal agencies to

devise numerically based measures of the underutili-

zation of minorities and women and develop specific

recruitment strategies to remedy these deficiencies.

At the same time, as a result of a general reorganiza-

tion of responsibility for Federal personnel manage-

ment, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

sion was allowed to require specific affirmative

action planning measures like those imposed on

Federal contractors by the U.S. Department of

Labor.

Despite a history of discrimination, despite inade-

quate remedies masked by rhetorical flourishes, the

Federal civil service in Region VII became far more

representative of the region in 1980 than it was in

1974. But this was not true of all the agencies, nor

was it true in each occupational category in all the

agencies whose total work force profile showed

increased utilization of the underrepresented. Simi-

larly, although there was a pattern of improvement,

the pay levels of minority and female employees in

some of the agencies in the region continued to lag

behind those of white males in similar occupations.

A variety of other indicators also suggest that

minorities and women did not, in 1980, have the

positions they might have held, absent past discrimi-

nation.

The affirmative action plans reviewed by the

Advisory Committees were originally prepared for

the 1980 transition year and most remained in effect

until October 1982. By and large the tabular infor-

mation required was provided. However, even when

they were done, the narrative tables generally did

not supply specific details. Particularly deficient

were the barrier analysis summaries and the summar-

ies of the plans that were to show target occupation,

transition year goals, objectives, specific actions and

quarterly milestones. Since these were the action

elements of the plans, and the only really reviewable

parts, their omission or deficiency would have

caused a serious problem if EEOC had actually

reviewed the plans. Their absence certainly must

have made internal agency reviews of compliance

difficult.

Multiyear affirmative action plans were just being

drafted by most agencies when the Advisory Com-
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mittees collected data. Although agencies made
formal and quantified commitments to reduce unde-

rutilization of minorities and women, they stated

these were unlikely to be implemented due to

reduced personnel ceilings and hiring freezes. Some
agencies did suggest that internal measures could be

taken to improve the status of minorities and women
already employed.

Because the model for Federal affirmative action

plans came from the private sector, the Advisory

Committees asked private sector experts in affirma-

tive action planning for their comments on the

Federal plans. These experts criticized many aspects

of the Federal plans they reviewed (all those

submitted to the Advisory Committees). Some sug-

gested that the Federal Government would have

rejected these documents had they been submitted,

pursuant to Federal regulations, by private contrac-

tors seeking to do business with the Federal Govern-

ment. Some admired the numeric data that had been

assembled, others deplored insufficient attention to

qualitative elements in the planning process. One
reviewer noted that the agency explanations for

their inability to find and hire minority or women
workers would have been rejected by either EEOC
or the U.S. Department of Labor if offered by

private sector employers.

The Advisory Committees asked the affirmative

action officers of several Federal agencies about the

current and probable future status of agency efforts.

By and large, the officers thought that affirmative

action was alive and well. It generally had the

support of chief executive officers and most supervi-

sory staff. The officers disagreed on the effective-

ness of the planning process; some thought it was
helpful while others thought that when there was no

hiring it was pointless. Despite lack of hiring, many
agencies were expanding their capacity to monitor

utilization of their employees. Many affirmative

action officers thought that, despite the freeze on
hiring, a variety of affirmative actions remained for

which concrete results could be measured and that

numeric accountability should continue to be im-

posed on Federal agencies.

At least initially, EEOC's primary purposes in

imposing specific planning procedures were to make
Federal efforts to assure equality measurable, to

simplify its task of monitoring Federal efforts by

obtaining uniform data on efforts from Federal

agencies, to make sure the agencies would act while

not imposing objectives they would reject out-of-

hand, and to show that affirmative action could

improve the utilization of minorities and women
without damaging the efficiency of the agencies.

OPM's purposes were to comply with the require-

ments of the "Garcia Amendment" by ensuring that

agencies knew in what job categories they utilized

fewer minorities or women than were potentially

available to them and make specific plans to expand

their recruitment efforts to remedy the underutiliza-

tion.

Whether these purposes could be achieved de-

pended in part on how cooperative agencies were
and the level of commitment they developed to the

planning process and plan implementation. But it

also depended, as previous Federal experience with

private sector employers shows, on the quality and

quantity of monitoring and reviewing undertaken by

the two compliance agencies. One staff person at

EEOC in Region VII could hardly have been

expected to accomplish much. Whatever her accom-

plishments with the agencies she did review, how-
ever many technical visits she made, the assignment

of only one person to compliance was bound to

communicate to other agencies that there was vast

scope for noncompliance. Similarly, the transfer of

most FEORP responsibilities from regional units to

headquarters, when coupled with the fact that OPM
did not even receive copies of FEORP plans for

separate review, must have communicated to agen-

cies that, at least so far as regional operations were

concerned, they were relatively immune from scruti-

ny. That, despite these signals, agencies continued

some level of commitment to affirmative action

planning is tribute to them, not to the compliance

agencies. But it is also a measure of the relative ease

with which agencies could comply and this was

because, despite a mass of numeric tabulation, the

actual objectives required of the agencies (as two

EEOC Commissioners complained when guidelines

were issued) were quite modest.

At about the same time affirmative action plan-

ning and plan implementation were beginning, the

Federal service was confronted with a new dilem-

ma—the need to substantially reduce its size. Regu-

lations and procedures governing the firing of

personnel (separations in Federalese) had been estab-

lished long before. But the scope and impact of the

current round of firings made the impact of these on

affirmative action salient. Based on what data OPM
could provide, Congressman Michael Barnes assert-

ed that, nationwide, the firings did have an adverse
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affect on minority and women employees at the

professional and administrative levels. A look at the

data from those agencies in Region VII that fired

substantial numbers of people shows that this was

generally true in Region VII. Certainly, in Region

VII, minorities and white women were dispropor-

tionately fired compared to their shares of the work

forces of their agencies.

OPM alleges that it has done all it was required to

do to minimize adverse impact and is currently

reviewing RIF regulations to see what more can be

done. But there is no evidence that, even under the

provisions of existing regulations, OPM made much

effort to ensure that agencies were at least aware

before they acted of the disparate impact their

firings would have on minorities and white women.

Nor has anyone, other than officials from OPM,
asserted that any of the changes being contemplated

will reduce the extent to which Federal employees

dismissed in budget-cutting efforts are, dispropor-

tionately, minorities or white women.

Over the years, opportunities for minorities and

white women in the Federal service have increased.

But the level of change has been as great, or greater,

in the private sector. If the Federal agencies had

practiced nondiscrimination over the years, this

could be the result of a plateau effect. But the

evidence suggests that, if there was any difference,

the Federal commitment was not significantly great-

er than the private sector's. Although there has been

a well documented need for effective affirmative

action planning and plan implementation in the

Federal sector, neither past nor present efforts have

been effective. Indeed, at the present time, some in

the private sector would allege that, certainly on

paper and probably in practice, many large private

sector companies have a greater commitment to

affirmative action than the Government.

In hard times it has been customary to see

affirmative action as an expensive luxury. This is not

the case. It is one of the best ways to assure an

efficient employment system that hires and retains

only the best the market can provide. It does so by

ensuring that all potential employees are available

for selection and the person selected not only meets

the requirements for the job but is likely to want to

stay in the job. The success of the private sector in

using affirmative action as an efficient management

tool should show the way for the Federal Govern-

ment. The costs of affirmative action will be found

to be nominal compared to the costs of inaction or

continued business as usual.

What must the Federal Government do? It must

design affirmative action strategies that are self-

enforcing upon the agencies. It must ensure that the

data necessary to design such strategies are readily

available at low cost. It must ensure that the costs of

noncompliance with appropriate affirmative action

objectives exceed the psychological benefits that

managers or supervisors may derive from discrimi-

nation. We are convinced that, once in place, the

benefits to the agencies and to the nation will

become apparent and justify continued effort to

assure equal opportunity without regard to extrane-

ous factors.

The Commission and these Advisory Committees

have repeatedly presented findings and recommen-

dations indicating what needed to be done. We do

not believe further findings and recommendations

are appropriate. What is required is that the Federal

Government make a commitment, not merely in

rhetoric or formal instruction, but in practices,

similar to those the Commission has urged on it

before and that these Advisory Committees have

urged on private and other public sector employers.
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Appendix A

Table A-l

Change in Composition of Federal Agencies in Federal Region VII
1974-1980



Table A-l (Cont'd)







Table A-l (Cont'd)



Table A-

2

Average Grade of GS Scale Workers Employed by Federal Agencies in Region VII

1974 5 1980



Total White

Table A- 2 (Cont'd)
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Appendix B
Table B-l

EEOC Criteria for Evaluation of Agencies' Affirmative Action Plans for Fiscal

Fiscal Year 1980

NOTE: These criteria were developed from the evaluation criteria listed in

EEOC's instructions. Changes for the most part have only been made in the

format. (Figure numbers in the instructions are in parentheses)

1. A signed policy statement must he submitted with the plan.

a. The statement should contain a clear statement of top management's
intention to enforce equal opportunity and affirmative action
planning requirements.

b. The statement should include as an attachment, a copy of the

directive or instructions from the agencv head to management at all

levels regarding the enforcement of the requirements.

2. A workforce profile must be developed, populous occupations identified and
work force dispersion analyzed.
a. A figure showing agency work force profile hy grade/pay level must

be completed. (4)

b. A figure showing the agency work force profile by occupational series

must be completed. (5)

c. A figure showing work force dispersion by populous occupations by

grade/pav level must be completed. (6)

d. A figure showing current work force dispersion for populous
occupations by level of authority must be completed. (7)

e. Agencies must be developing plans and procedures to implement the

full work force analysis for the fiscal year 1981 multi-year
planning.

3. Determination of underrepresentation.
a. A figure on determination of underrepresentation must be completed.

(8)
b. A figure showing vacancy projections must be completed. (9)

4. Targeting occupations for transition year affirmative action goals. The
following criteria must be used in selecting target occupations.
a. Select occupations where the highest degree of underrepresentation

for more than one group exists, as demonstrated by the determinations
of underrepresentation.

b. Occupations with the widest grade range.

c. Occupations where substantial vacancies are anticipated.

5. Analyze impediments to elimination of underrepresentation. Agencies are
required to submit a narrative showing:
a. Exact selection procedure(s) where adverse impact is found.
b. Specific agency actions to eliminate the adverse impact.
c. The number of employees and/or applicants affected by these

procedures

.

d. A figure showing promotion trend analvsis must be completed. (10)

e. A barrier analysis summary must be completed. (11)

6. FEORP - for each targeted occupation, ethnic group, sex, show
underrepresented group, occupation level, agency work force, Federal work
force, CLF - indicate order of priority - recruitment strategy to be
utilized. (12)
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7. Goals - show targeted occupation, level, percent of group in CLF, total

and
estimated vacancies. (13)

8. Summary of plan - targeted occupation, transition year goal, objectives,

specific actions, quarterly estimates. (14)

9. Identification of qualified/qualif iable applicants. EEOC will look to

FEORP criteria first. These are:

a. The number of qualified and qualifiable employees identified who

represent potential applicants for the two targeted occupations.

b. Specific agency actions taken to identify applicant pools within the

Federal government and civilian labor force for the two targeted
occupations.

c. The type of focused recruitment strategies developed including:

1) number of personal contacts with colleges having a substantial
minority and female enrollment

2) number of personal contacts with minority and female professional
organizations

3) resources committed recruitment activities
4) actual number of applicants recruited from among underrepresented

groups
5) completion and submission of affirmative recruitment (FEORP).

10. Establishment of transition year affirmative action goals.

a. Extent to which goals are actually achieved for targeted occupations.

b. Accuracy with which agency completed the calculations to determine
transition year goals.

c. Adherence to time frame estabishment for goal achievement.

d. A figure showing the transition year goals must be completed.

11. Staffing and recruitment strategies. In evaluating agency use of

innovative staffing strategies, the following will be considered:

a. Any type of specific external staffing strategies used to fill

positions by level (entry level and above).

1) the relationship to the identified employment barriers for the

targeted occupations
2) the relationship to the achievement of goals.

b. Any type of specific internal staffing strategies used to fill

positions by level (entry level and above).

1) the relationship to the employment barriers identified for the

targeted occupations
2) the relationship to the achievement of goals.

Source: EEOC, MND702.
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